SPACE ACT AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
AND
KISTLER AEROSPACE

CORPORATION AND ROCKETPLANE LIMITED, INC.
FOR
COMMERCIAL ORBITAL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES DEMONSTRATION
(COTS)
J

BACKGROUND
A.
NASA has established the Commercial Crew/Cargo Project Office at the Johnson Space
Center as part of the Exploration Systems Mission Directorate. The objectives of the Commercial
Crew/Cargo Project are to:
® implement U.S. Space Exploration policy with an investment to stimulate commercial
enterprises in space,
•

facilitate U.S. private industry demonstration of cargo and crew space transportation
capabilities with the goal of achieving reliable, cost effective access to low-Earth
orbit, and

•

create a market environment in which commercial space transportation services are
available to Government and private sector customers.

B.
RpK is developing orbital and suborbital space transportation vehicles, including the
Kistler K-I, a reusable launch vehicle capable of taking payloads to orbit and of taking cargo to
and from space. Among other things, RpK expects that the K-1 will b e capable of taking cargo to
and from the International Space Station: RpK also expects to develop the capability for the K-1
to carry humans to and from space. To date, RpK and its predecessors have spent substantial
amounts on the K-1 program, has generated significant data, and has either been granted or has
pending applications for a number of patents related to the K-1 program.
C.
This SAA represents NASA and RpK's commitment to conducting the initial
development and demonstration phase of the Commercial Crew/Cargo Project. Specifically,
RpK's innovative approach to meeting the goals of the project is outlined in Appendix 1.
ARTICLE 1. AUTHORITY
This Agreement is entered into by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, located at
4th and E Streets, SW, Washington, D.C. (hereinafter referred to as "NASA" or Government),
and Kistler Aerospace Corporation and Rocketplane Limited, Inc), (collectively referred to as
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"RpK" or "Participant") with a place of business at 4300 Amelia Earhart Lane, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma. NASA's authority to enter into this Agreement is in accordance with the authority set
forth in Sections 203(c)(5) and 203(c)(6) of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, as
amended and NPR 1050.1G. This Agreement will be implemented by NASA at the Lyndon B.
Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas.
ARTICLE 2. PURPOSE
A.
The purpose of this Agreement is to conduct the initial development and demonstration
phase of the Commercial Orbital Transportation Services (COTS) Project. Under this
Agreement, RpK will receive milestone payments from NASA to develop and demonstrate
vehicles, systems, and operations needed for RpK to perform earth to orbit space flight
demonstrations of the following capabilities:
Capability A: External cargo delivery and disposal - delivers cargo (payloads) that
operate directly in the space environment to a LEO test bed and provides for its safe
disposal;
Capability B: Internal cargo delivery and disposal - delivers cargo (payloads) that
operates within a volume maintained at normal atmospheric pressure to a LEO test bed
and provides for its safe disposal;
Capability C: Internal cargo delivery and return - delivers cargo (payloads) that operate
within a volume maintained at normal atmospheric pressure to a LEO test bed and
provides for its safe return to Earth; and
Capability D (Option): Crew transportation
provides for safe return to Earth.

- delivers crew to a LEO test bed and

B.
As part of the demonstrations, NASA will provide the ISS as the orbital destination and
active test bed if the ISS visiting vehicle requirements are satisfied.
C.
The scope of the demonstrations, as applicable, involves the development and operation
of an end-to-end space transportation system of services including ground operations and
integration, launch, rendezvous, proximity operations, docking or berthing, orbital operations,
reentry, and safe disposal or return.
ARTICLE 3. RESPONSIBILITIES
A.

RpK shall:
(1)

Conduct the COTS Demonstrations according to the milestones identified in
Appendix 2 (Milestones and Success Criteria) and consistent with the visiting
vehicle requirements of the CI-IIRD including proving all required deliverables;
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B.

(2)

Lead a quarterly project status briefing; and

(3)

Designate at least one seat on each review board described in Appendix 2 for a
NASA representative.

NASA shall:
(1)

Provide milestone payments to RpK upon
milestone, subject to limitations noted below;

successful

completion

of each

(2)

Provide the ISS as the orbital destination and active test bed if the ISS visiting
vehicle requirements are satisfied. NASA will provide associated technical
expertise to facilitate proximity operations, specifically rendezvous and docking,
with the International Space Station;

(3)

Provide relevant NASA data/information necessary for participant to provide for
Visiting Vehicle Integration (VVI) requirements consistent with the CI-IIRD;

(4)

Participate in the quarterly project status review; and

(5)

Appoint a NASA representative to participate in each review board described in
Appendix 2, who shall have concurrence authority on aspects of the space
transportation system design, engineering, operations, which affect the ISS or
human rating for flight of NASA crew members.

C.
Within 30 days of commencement of work by RpK under this Agreement, NASA and
RpK shall jointly develop a Management Interface Plan that articulates the insight and oversight
arrangements that will enable management of both RpK and NASA to execute their
responsibilities under this Agreement and to third parties, including with respect to NASA, to
Partner States (as defined below), and with respect to RpK, to its shareholders and other
constituents.
ARTICLE 4. SCHEDULE AND MILESTONES
The scheduled major Milestones and acceptance criteria for each Milestone for the COTS
Demonstrations are identified in Appendix 2 to this Agreement.
ARTICLE 5. FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS
A.

NASA's Obligations:
(1)

The Government's liability to make payments to RpK is limited to only those
funds obligated annually under this Agreement or by amendment to the
Agreement. NASA may obligate funds to the Agreement incrementally.

.
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B.

Acceptance and Payment for Milestones.
(1)

RpK shall notify the NASA Key Personnel at least 30 days prior to the
completion of any Milestone to arrange for the NASA Technical Contact or
designee to witness the event or accept delivery of documents. NASA shall have
30 calendar days to determine whether the Milestone event meets its
corresponding acceptance criteria as described in Appendix 2 of this Agreement
and shall notify RpK of NASA's acceptance or non-acceptance. Disagreement
about the successful accomplishment of a Milestone shall be deemed a Dispute
and resolved in accordance with Article 19 of this Agreement.

(2)

RpK shall be able to submit an invoice requesting payment upon the
accomplishment and acceptance by NASA of the milestone as identified and
described in Appendix 2 of this Agreement. RpK shall submit an original and one
(1) copy of all invoices to the NASA Administrative Contact listed in this
Agreement for review. After receipt and review of the invoice, the NASA
Administrative Contact will prepare a written determination of Milestone
completion and authorize payment. Subject to change 0nly through written
Agreement modification, payment shall be made via electronic funds transfer to
the address set forth below:

(3)

The following information shall be included on each invoice:
Agreement Number
Invoice Number
A description of Milestone event
Terms of Payment
Payment Office
Amonnt of the fixed contribution claimed

(4)

Financial Records and Reports: Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement,
RpK's relevant financial records associated with this Agreement are not subject to
examination or audit by NASA.

(5)

Comptroller General Access to Records: The Comptrolle r General, at its
discretion, shall have access to and the fight to examine records of any party to
the Agreement or any entity that participates in the performance of this
Agreement that directly pertain to and involve transactions relating to, the
Agreement for a period of three (3) years after the Government makes the final
payment under this Agreement. This paragraph only applies to any record that is
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created or maintained in the ordinary course of business or pursuant to a provision
of law. The terms of this paragraph shall be included in arrangements in excess of
$5,000,000.00, which RpK has entered into for the execution of the Milestone
events in this Agreement.
ARTICLE 6. DISSEMINATION

OF PUBLIC INFORMATION

A.
NASA or RpK may, consistent with Federal law and this Agreement, release general
information regarding its participation in this Agreement as desired. RpK agrees that all press
releases resulting from activities conducted under this Agreement will be reviewed and
concurred on by the NASA JSC Director of Public Affairs prior to release. Such approval will
not be unreasonably withheld.
B.
RpK agrees the words "National Aeronautics and Space Administration" or the letters
"NASA" will not he used in connection with a product or service in a manner reasonably
calculated to convey any impression that such product or service has the authorization, support,
sponsorship, or endorsement of NASA, which does not, in fact, exist. In addition, RpK agrees
that any proposed use of the NASA name or initials shall be submitted by RpK in advance to the
NASA Administrative Contact, who will submit the proposed use to the JSC Director of Public
Affairs for review and approval. Such approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. Use of
NASA emblems/devices (i.e., NASA Seal, NASA Insignia, NASA logotype, NASA Program
Identifiers, and the NASA Flag) is governed by 14 C.F.R. Part 1221. RpK agrees that any
proposed use of such emblems/devices shall be submitted in advance to the NASA
Administrative Contact, who will submit the proposed use the NASA JSC Director of Public
Affairs for review and approval in accordance with such regulations.
C.
NASA does not endorse or sponsor any commercial product, service, or activity. NASA's
participation in this Agreement and/or supply of goods (i.e., equipment, facilities, technical
information) and services under this Agreement does not constitute endorsement by NASA. RpK
agrees that nothing in this Agreement will be construed to imply that NASA anthorizes, supports,
endorses, or sponsors any product or service of RpK resulting from activities conducted under
this Agreement, regardless of the fact that such product or service may employ NASA-developed
technology.
ARTICLE 7. NASA FURNISHED

INFORMATION

AND SERVICES

A.
NASA may, at its discretion, make a determination to provide Government Furnished
Property or Services and associated technical expertise to facilitate proximity operations,
specifically autonomous rendezvous and docking, with the International Space Station. If NASA
determines that such property and services are required, the parties will modify this Agreement
to add a description of NASA responsibilities.
B.
There is no Government Furnished Property or Services furnished under this Agreement
except for those that may be provided in Article 7.A. However, RpK has the ability to enter into
separate Space Act agreements with NASA Centers to use NASA resources in performance of
this Agreement. The _erms and conditions of other Space Act agreements will govern the use of
NASA resources not being provided under tNs Agreement. With all its subcontractors/partners,
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including NASA Centers, RpK will be responsible for ensuring timely, accurate work, and
replacing such subcontractors/partners, in order to meet Milestones.
ARTICLE 8. NONEXCLUSMTY
This Agreement is not exclusive; accordingly, NASA may enter into similar Agreements for the
same or similar purpose with other U.S. private or public entities.
ARTICLE

9. PARTICIPANT

ANNUAL CERTIFICATIONS

A.
RpK shall annually certify for itself, and obtain from its subcontractor/partners
certifications of the following to the COTS Administrative Contact:
(1_1,

RpK or ,_,y"-,_^_
....;.o subcontractors/partners are not presently debarred, suspended,
proposed for debarment, or otherwise declared ineligible for award of funding by
any Federal agency.

(2)

RpK or any of its subcontractors/partners have not been convicted or had a civil
judgment rendered against it within the last three (3) years for fraud in obtaining,
attempting to obtain, or performing a Government contract.

(3)

RpK or any of its subcontractors/partners receiving $100,000 or more in NASA
funding for work performed under this Agreement must certify that they have not
used any appropriated funds for lobbying purposes prohibited by 31 U.S.C. 1352.

(4)

RpK is an eligible
announcement.

participant

as defined

RpK shall provide copies of the subcontractor/partner
ARTICLE 10. LIABILITY

in Section 4.2

of the COTS

certifications to NASA annually.

AND RISK OF LOSS

A.
If the FAA licenses or permits apply to activities under this Agreement, FAA license(s)
or pemait(s), including cross-waivers and insurance requirements, for COTS demonstrations
conducted by RpK under this Agreement will govern allocation of risks and liability of the U.S.
government - including NASA - and RpK.
B.
ff and to the extent the FAA license(s) or permit(s) do not apply to activities under this
Agreement, the following cross-waiver will apply. Under no circumstances will NASA be liable
for indemnification of third-party claims:
(1)

Purpose: The objective of this Article is to establish a cross-waiver of liability by
the Parties and their related entities in the interest of encouraging participation in
the exploration, exploitation, and use of outer space through the COTS
demonstrations.

(2)

For the purposes of this Article:

(a)

The term '!Partner State" includes each contracting party for which the
Agreement Among The Government of Canada, Governments of Member
States of the European Space Agency, the Government of Japan, the
Government of the Russian Federation, and the Government of the United
States of America Concerning Cooperation on the Civil International
Space Station (ISS) (signed January 29, 1998; hereinafter the
"Intergovernmerltal Agreement") has entered into force or become
operative (pursuant to Sections 25 and 26, respectively, of the
Intergovernmental Agreement), or any successor a_
State includes its Cooperating Agency. It also mcl_es any entity specified',, x
in the MOU between NASA and the Governn)tnt of Japan to assist the
Government of Japan s Cooperating Agency i_the implementation of that
MOU.

(b)

The term "related entity" means:
(i)

a contractor or subcontractor of a Party or a Partner State at any tier;

(ii)

a user or customer of a Party or a Partner State at any tier; or

(iii) a contractor or subcontractor of a user or customer of a Party or a
Partner State at any tier.
(c)

The term "damage" means:
(i)

bodily injury to, or other impairment of health of, or death of, any
person;

(ii)

damage to, loss of, or loss of use of any property;

(iii) loss of revenue or profits; or
(iv) other direct, indirect or consequential damage.

:

(d)

The term "launch vehicle" means an object or any part thereof intended
for launch, launched from Earth, or returning to Earth which carries
payloads or persons, or both.

(e)

The term "Party" means a Party to this Agreement.

(f)

The term "payload" means all property to be flown or used on or in a
launch vehicle or the ISS.

(g)

The term "Protected Space Operations" means all launch vehicle
activities, ISS activities, and payload activities on Earth, in outer space, or
in transit between Earth and outer space in implementation of the IGA,
"MOUs concluded pursuant to the IGA, and implementing arrang "_
includes, but is not limited to:
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(i)

research,
design, development,
test, manufacture,
assembly,
integration, operation, or use of launch or transfer vehicles, the ISS,
or a payload, as well as related support equipment and facilities and
services; and

(ii)

all activities related to ground support, test, training, simulation, or
guidance and control equipment and related facilities or services.

"Protected Space Operations" also includes all activities related to
evolution of the ISS, as provided for in Article 14 of the IGA. "Protected
Space Operations" excludes activities on Earth which are conducted on
return from the ISS to develop further a payload's product or process for
use other than for ISS related activities in implementation of the IGA.
(3)

Cross Waiver of Liability:
(a)

Each Party agrees to a cross-waiver of liability pursuant to which each
Party waives all claims against any of the entities or persons listed in
subsections (3)(a)(i) through (3)(a)(iv) below based on damage arising out
of Protected Space Operations. This cross-waiver shall apply only if the
person, entity, or property causing the damage is involved in Protected
Space Operations and the person, entity, or property damaged is damaged
by virtue of its involvement in Protected Space Operations. The crosswaiver shall apply to any claims for damage, whatever the legal basis for
such claims against:
(i)

another Party;

(ii)

a Partner State Other than the United States of America;

(iii) a related entity of any entity identified in subparagraphs (3)(a)(i) or
(3)(a)(ii) above; and
(iv)

(b)

the employees of any of the entities identified in subsections (3)0)0)
through (3)(a)(iii) above.

In addition, each Party shall, by contract or otherwise, extend the crosswaiver of liability as set forth in subsection (3)(a) above to its related
entities by requiting them to:
(i)

waive all claims against the entities or persons
subsections _,33ka)_,_)through t.,_,.jt.tav_v;"_,
J ._.-1....._,"and

(ii)

require that their related entities waive all claims against the entities
or persons identified in subsections (3)(a)(i) through (3)(a)(iv)
above.
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identified

in

(c)

For avoidance of doubt, this cross-waiver of liability includes a crosswaiver of liability arising from the Convention on International Liability
for Damage Caused by Space Objects (which entered into force on
September
1, 1972), where the person, entity, or property causing the
damage is involved in Protected Space Operations and the person, entity,
or property damaged is damaged by virtue of its involvement in Protected
Space Operations.

(d)

Notwithstanding the other provisions of this section, this cross-waiver of
liability shall not be applicable to:
(i)

claims between a Party and its related entities or between its related
entities;

(ii)

claims made by a natural person, his/her estate, survivors or
subrogees (except when a subrogee is a Party to this Agreement or is
otherwise bound by the terms of this cross-waiver) for bodily injury
to, or other impairment of health of, or death of such natural person;

(iii) claims for damage caused by willful misconduct;
(iv)

intellectual property claims;

(v)

claims for damage resulting from a failure of a Party to extend the
cross-waiver of liability to its related entities, pursuant to subsections
(a) and (b) above; and

(vi)

claims by or against a Party arising out of the other Party's failure to
meet its contractual obligations as set forth in the Agreement.

(e)

Nothing in this section shall be construed to create the basis for a claim or
suit where none would otherwise exist.

(f)

This cross-waiver shall not be applicable when the Commercial Space
Launch Act cross-waiver (49 U.S.C. 70101 et seq) is applicable.

ARTICLE 11. LIMITATION ON PAYMENTS TO INFLUENCE
CERTAIN FEDERAL TRANSACTIONS
RpK shall not use any funds provided under this Agreement to pay any person for influencing or
attempting to influence an Officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer
or omp_,,y_o ,,f Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with any of
the following covered Federal actions: the awarding of any Federal contract; the making of any
Federal grant; the making of any Federal loan; the entering into of any cooperative agreement; or
the modification of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement.

ARTICLE 12. INTELLECTUAL
RIGHTS - RIGHTS IN DATA
A.

PROPERTY AND DATA

General.
(1)

"Related Entity" as used in this Article, means a contractor, subcontractor,
grantee, or other entity having a legal relationship with NASA or RpK that is
assigned, tasked, or contracted with to perform specified NASA or RpK activities
under this Agreement.

(2)

"Data," as used in this Agreement, means recorded information, regardless of
form, the media on which it may be recorded, or the method of recording. The
term includes, but is not limited to, data of a scientific or technical nature,
software and documentation thereof, and data comprising commercial and
financial information.

(3)

"Proprietary Data," as used in this Article, means Data embodying trade secrets or
comprising commercial or financial information that is privileged or confidential.

(4)

The Data rights set forth herein are applicable to employees of RpK
employees of any Related Entity of RpK. RpK shall ensure that its employees
employees of any Related Entity that perform RpK activities under
Agreement are aware of the obligations under this Article and that all
employees are bound to such obligations.

(5)

Data exchanged between NASA and RpK under this Agreement will be
exchanged without restriction as to its disclosure, use, or duplication except as
otherwise provided in this Article.

(6)

No preexisting Proprietary Data will be exchanged between the parties under this
Agreement unless specifically authorized in this Article or in writing by the owner
of the Proprietary Data.

(7)

In the event that Data exchanged between NASA and RpK include a restrictive
notice that NASA or RpK deems to be ambiguous or unauthorized, NASA or
RpK may inform the other party of such condition. Notwithstanding such a notice,
as long as such notice provides an indication that a restriction on use or disclosure
was intended, the party receiving such Data will treat the Data pursuant to the
requirements of this clause unless otherwise directed in writing by the party
providing such Data.

(8)

.......

*"
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and
and
this
such

.._,aLa

l,_otw_mstanalng any restriction on use, disclosure, ,o_
^.....i t,l-,_ O_uCt*O,-i
._,, ; , _e r_ ,.
proVided in this clause, the parties will not be restricted finthe use, disclosure, or
reproduction of Data provided finder this Agreement that: (a) is publicly available
at the time of disclosure Or thei'eafter becomes publicly available without breach
of this-Agreement; (b) is known to, in the possession of, or developed by the
receiving party independent of carrying out the receiving party's responsibilities
under this Agreement and independent of any disclosure of, or without reference
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to, Proprietary Data or otherwise protectable Data hereunder; (c) is received from
a third party having the right to disclose such information without restriction; or
(d) is required to be produced by the receiving party pursuant to a court order or
other legal requirement.
(9)

If either NASA or RpK believes that any of the events or conditions that remove
restriction on the use, disclosure, or reproduction of the Data apply, NASA or
RpK will promptly notify the other party of such belief prior to acting on such
belief, and, in any event, will notify the other party prior to an unrestricted use,
disclosure, or reproduction of such Data.

(10)

Disclaimer of Liabifity: Notwithstanding any restriction on use, disclosure, or
reproduction of Data provided in this Article, NASA will not be restricted in, nor
incur any liability for, the use, disclosure, or reproduction of any Data not
identified with a suitable restrictive notice in accordance with paragraphs B and G
of this Article or of any Data included in Data which RpK has furnished, or is
required to furnish to the U.S. Government without restriction on disclosure and
use.

(11)

RpK may use the following, or a similar, restrictive notice as required by
paragraphs B and G of this Article. In addition to identifying Proprietary Data
with such a restrictive notice, RpK should mark each page containing Proprietary
Data with the following, or a similar, legend: "PROPRIETARY DATA - use and
disclose only in accordance with notice on title or cover page."

Proprietary Data Notice
These data herein include <enter as applicable: "Background
Data" or "Data Produced by Participant under a Space Act
Agreement"> in accordance with the Data Rights provisions under
Space
Act
Agreement
<provide
applicable
identifying
information> and embody Proprietary Data. In accordance with the
Space Act Agreement, NASA will use reasonable efforts to
maintain the data in confidence and limit use, disclosure, and
reproduction by NASA and any Related Entity of NASA (under
suitable protective conditions) in accordance with restrictions
identified in the Space Act Agreement <may list specific
restrictions listed in the Agreement>.
(12)

B.

Except for inventions made under this Agreement, NASA obtains no rights in preexisting Data, provided such Data is identified with a suitable restrictive notice.

Data First Produced by RpK under this Agreement.
(1)

Data first produced by RpK in carrying out RpK's responsibilities under this
Agreement, including but not limited to technical data related to, _inventi°ns
.....
made
fu,-,m_,,e_
NASA
............
_
_,,a
_,,,-h
_t_
unaer this _gneement, will
;_" _
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will be disclosed and used by NASA and any Related Entity of NASA (under
suitable protective conditions) during the term of this Agreement only for
evaluating RpK's performance under this Agreement. If RpK considers any such
Data to be Proprietary Data, and such Data is identified with a suitable restrictive
notice, NASA will use reasonable efforts to maintain the Data in confidence.
(2)

C.

Upon a successful completion by RpK of all Milestones under this Agreement,
NASA shall not assert rights in such Data or use such Data for any purpose except
that NASA shall retain the right to: (1) maintain a copy of such Data for archival
purposes; and (2) use or disclose such archived Data by or on behalf of NASA for
Government purposes in the event NASA determines that:
(a)

Such action is necessary because RpK, its assignee, or other successor has
not taken, or is not expected to take within a reasonable time, effective
steps to achieve practical application of inventions or software related to
such Data;

(b)

Such action is necessary because RpK, its assignee, or other successor,
having achieved practical application of inventions or software related to
such Data, has failed to maintain practical application of such inventions;

(c)

Such action is necessary to alleviate health or safety needs which are not
reasonably satisfied by RpK, its assignee, or other successor; or

(d)

Such action is necessary to meet requirements for public use specified by
Federal regulations and such requirements are not reasonably satisfied by
RpK, its assignee, or successor.

(3)

In the event NASA terminates this Agreement in accordance with Article 17.B.,
Termination for Failure to Perform, NASA shall have the right to use or disclose
Data first produced by RpK in carrying out RpK's responsibilities under this
Agreement by or on behalf of NASA for Government purposes.

(4)

The parties will negotiate rights in Data in the event of termination for any other
reason, including expiration of this Agreement before completion of all
Milestones or termination by NASA under Article 17.C., Unilateral Termination.

Data First Produced by NASA under this Agreement.
(1)

As to Data first produced by NASA (or any Related Entity of NASA) in carrying
out NASA responsibilities under this Agreement that would be Proprietary Data if
it had been obtained from RpK, such Data --:" be ,_vv, uvna_ly _,_m_,_d...... a
restrictive notice and maintained in confidence for the duration of this Agreement,
with the express understanding that during the aforesaid restricted period such
Data may be disclosed and used by NASA and any Related Entity of NASA
(under suitable protectiveconditions) only for Carrying outNASA responsibilities
under this Agxeement.
.
_.

.. 12.-.

(2)

D.

Upon a successfial completion by RpK of all Milestones under this Agreement,
NASA shall not use such Data for any purpose except that NASA shall retain the
right to: (1) maintain a copy of such Data for archival purposes; and (2) use or
disclose such archived Data by or behalf of the NASA for Government purposes
in the event NASA determines that:
(a)

Such action is necessary because RpK, its assignee, or other successor has
not taken, or is not expected to take within a reasonable time, effective
steps to achieve practical application of inventions or software related to
such Data;

(b)

Such action is necessary because RpK, its assignee, or other successor,
having achieved practical application of inventions or software related to
such Data, has failed to maintain practical application of such inventions;

(c)

Such action is necessary to alleviate health or safety needs which are not
reasonably satisfied by RpK, its assignee, or other successor; or

(d)

Such action is necessary to meet requirements for public use specified by
Federal regulations and such requirements are not reasonably satisfied by
RpK, its assignee, or successor.

(3)

In the event NASA terminates this Agreement in accordance with Article 17.B.,
Termination for Failure to Perform, NASA shall have the right to use or disclose
Data first produced by NASA in carrying out NASA's responsibilities under this
Agreement by or on behalf of NASA for Government purposes.

(4)

The parties will negotiate rights in Data in the event of termination for any other
reason, including expiration of this Agreement before completion of all
Milestones or termination under Article 17.C., Unilateral Termination.

Publication of Results.
(1)

Recognizing that section 203 of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958
(42 U.S.C. §2473), as amended, requires NASA to provide for the widest
practicable and appropriate dissemination of information concerning its activities
and the results thereof, and that the dissemination of the results of NASA
activities is one of the considerations for this Agreement, NASA will coordinate
proposed publication of results with RpK in a manner that allows RpK a
reasonable amount of time to review and comment on proposed publications.

(2)

E.

Consistent with other obiigations in this Article, NASA agrees that it will not
publish any results without first receiving permission from RpK.

Data Disclosing an Invention.

In the event Data exchanged between NASA and RpK discloses an invention for which patent
protection is being considered, the fi)xnishing party specifically identifies such Data, and the
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disclosure and use of such Data is not otherwise limited or restricted herein, the receiving party
agrees to withhold such Data from public disclosure for a reasonable time (presumed to be 1 year
unless mutually agreed otherwise) in order for patent protection to be obtained.
F.

Data Subject to Export Control.

Technical data, whether or not specifically identified or marked, that is subject to the export laws
and regulations of the United States and that is provided to RpK under this Agreement will be
treated as such, and will not be further provided to any foreign persons or transmitted outside the
United States without proper U.S. Government authorization, where required.
G.

H.

Background Data.
(1)

in the event RpK furnishes NASA with Data developed at private expense that
existed prior to, or was produced outside of, this Agreement, and such Data
embody Proprietary Data, and such Data is so identified with a suitable restrictive
notice, NASA will use reasonable efforts to maintain the Data in confidence and
such Data will be disclosed and used by NASA and any Related Entity of NASA
(under suitable protective conditions) only for evaluating RpK's performance
under this Agreement. Upon completion of activities under this Agreement, such
Data will be disposed of as requested by RpK.

(2)

The parties agree that within 30 days of execution by NASA of this Agreement
RpK may provide NASA with a list of Background Data that embodies
Proprietary Data, and NASA shall have 60 days following such delivery to object
to such designation. Absent objection by NASA, such data shall constitute
Background Data. With respect to Data that NASA objects to being considered
Background Data, the parties will attempt to agree upon the portion of such Data,
if any,-that
constitutes Background Data. All Background Data shall be
appropriately marked as Proprietary Data.

Handling of Data.
(1)

(2)

in the performance of this Agreement, RpK and any Related Entity of RpK may
have access to, be furnished with, or use the following categories of Data:
(a)

Proprietary Data of third parties that the U.S. Government has agreed to
handle under protective arrangements; and/or

(b)

U.S. Government Data, the use and dissemination of which, the U.S.
Government intends to control.

Data provided by the U.S. Government under the Agreement.
(a)

At the time of execution of this Agreement, the parties agree that the
following Proprietary Data Of third parties Will be provided to RpK with
the express understanding that RpK will us e and p!_otect such Data in
accordance with tiffs Article: None
- _
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(3)

I.

(b)

Within 30 days following execution of this Agreement, the parties may
agree upon a list of U.S. Government Data to be provided to RpK (with
the express understanding that RpK will use and protect such U.S.
Government Data in accordance with this Article), and append such list to
this Agreement.

(c)

At the time of execution of this Agreement, the parties agree that the
following software and related Data will be provided to RpK under a
separate Software Usage Agreement with the express understanding that
RpK will use and protect such related Data in accordance with this Article.
Unless RpK has entered into a license, consistent with 37 C.F.R. Part 404,
for software provided under this Agreement, upon completion of activities
under this Agreement, such related Data wilt be disposed of as instructed
by NASA: None.

With respect to such Data specifically identified in this Agreement or specifically
marked with a restrictive notice, RpK agrees to:
(a)

Use, disclose, or reproduce such Data only to the extent necessary to
perform the work required under this Agreement;

(b)

Safeguard such Data from unauthorized use and disclosure;

(c)

Allow access to such Data only to its employees and any Related Entity
that require access for their performance under this Agreement;

(d)

Except as otherwise indicated in (3)(c) above, preclude
disclosure of such Data outside RpK's organization;

(e)

Notify its employees who may require access to such Data about the
obligations under this Article, obtain written affirmation from all such
employees that they have received such notification, administer a
monitoring process to ensure that such employees comply with such
obligations, and ensure that any Related Entity performs the same
functions with respect to its employees; and

(f)

Return or dispose of such Data, as NASA may direct, when the Data is no
longer needed for performance under this Agreement.

access and

Oral and visual information.

information that RpK considers to be Proprietary Data is disclosed orally or visually to NASA,
NASA will have no duty to limit or restrict, and will not incur any liability for, any disclosure or
use of such information unless (1) RpK orally informs NASA before initial disclosure that such
information is considered to be Proprietary Data, and (2) RpK reduces such information to
tangible, recorded form that is identified and marked with a suitable restrictive notice as required
by paragraphs B and G above and furnishes the resulting Data to NASA within 10 days after
such oral or visual disclosure.
-15 -

ARTICLE 13. INTELLECTUAL
AND PATENT RIGHTS
A.

PROPERTY

AND DATA RIGHTS

- INVENTION

Defmitions.
(1)

"Administrator," as used in this Article, means the Administrator of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) or duly authorized representative.

(2)

"Patent Representative" as used in this Article means the NASA Johnson Space
Center Patent Counsel. Correspondence with the Patent Representative under this
clause will be sent to the address below:

Patent Counsel
NASA Johnson Space Center
Mall Code AL
2101 NASA Parkway
Houston, TX 77058

B.

(3)

"Invention," as used in this Agreement, means any innovation or discovery that is
or may be patentable or otherwise protectable under title 35 of the U.S.C.

(4)

"Made," as used in relation to any invention, means the conception or first actual
reduction to practice of such invention.

(5)

"Practical application," as used in this Agreement, means to manufacture, in the
case of a composition or product; to practice, in the case of a process or method;
or to operate, in case of a machine or system; and, in each case, under such
conditions as to establish that the invention, software, or related Data is being
utilized and that its benefits are, to the extent permitted by law or Government
regulations, available to the public or to the Federal Government on reasonable
terms.

(6)

"Related Entity" as used in this Article, means a contractor, subcontractor,
grantee, or other entity having a legal relationship with NASA or RpK that is
assigned, tasked, or contracted with to perform specified NASA or RpK activities
under this Agreement.

Allocation of principal rights.
t&#

j_ ik,_uJJ.J.iJtit_,xJ,

(a.)

vi

i_ll.±,_,

Any invention made under this Agreement shall be presumed to have been
made in the manner specified in paragraph (1) or (2) of section 305(a) (42
U.S.C. § 2457(a)) of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958
(hereinafter called "the Act"), and the above presumption .shall be
conclusive unless at-the time of reporting such invention RpK submits to
-16-

the Patent Representative a written statement, containing suppomng
details, demonstrating that the invention was not made in the manner
specified in paragraph (1) or (2) of section 305(a) of the Act.
(b)

Regardless of whether title
subject to an advance waiver
described in paragraph B.(3)
the statement described in

to such an invention would otherwise be
or is the subject of a petition for waiver as
and paragraph I, RpK may nevertheless file
paragraph B.(1)(a) of this Article. The

Administrator (or his designee) will review the information furnished by
RpK in any such statement and any other available information relating to
the circumstances surrounding the making of the invention and will notify
RpK whether the Administrator has determined that the invention was
made in the manner specified in paragraph (1) or (2) of section 305(a) of
the Act.
(2)

Property rights in inventions. Each invention made under this Agreement for
which the presumption of paragraph B.(1)(a) of this clause is conclusive or for
which there has been a determination that it was made in the manner specified in
paragraph (1) or (2) of section 305(a) of the Act shall be the exclusive property of
the United States as represented by the Administrator of NASA unless the
Administrator waives all or any part of the rights of the United States to RpK's
invention, as provided in paragraph B.(3) of this clause.

(3)

•

Waiver of rights.
(a)

The NASA Patent Waiver Regulations, 14 C.F.R. Part 1245, Subpart 1,
have adopted the Presidential Memorandum on Government Patent Policy
of February 18, 1983, as a guide in acting on petitions (requests) for
waiver of fights to any invention or class of inventions made or that may
be made in the manner specified in paragraph (1) or (2) of Section 305(a)
of the Act.

(b)

NASA has determined that to stimulate and support the capability of a
United States commercial provider to provide space and orbital
transportation services to the public and the Federal Government, the
interest of the United States would be served by waiving to RpK, in
accordance with provisions of 14 C.F.R. Part 1245, Subpart 1, rights to
inventions made by RpK in the performance of work under this
Agreement. Therefor e, upon petition submitted by RpK, as provided in 14
C.F.R. Part 1245, Subpart 1, either prior to execution of the Agreement or
within 30 days after execution of the Agreement, for advance waiver of
rights to any or all of the inventions that may be made under this
Agreement, NASA will waive such fights to RpK. If such a petition is not
submitted, RpK may petition for waiver of rights to an identified:injeention
within eight months of first disclosure of invention .in accordance with
paragraph E.(2) of this clause or .within such longer period as may be
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authorized in accordance with 14 CFR 1245.105. Further procedures are
provided in paragraph i of this clause.
C.

Minimum rights reserved by the Government.
(1)

D.

With respect to each RpK invention made under this Agreement for which a
waiver of rights is applicable in accordance with 14 C.F.R. Part 1245, Subpart 1,
the Government reserves:
(a)

An irrevocable, royalty-free license for the practice of such invention
throughout the world by or on behalf of the United States or any foreign
government in accordance with any treaty or agreement with the United
States; and

(b)

Such other March-in rights as given in Paragraph H below.

(2)

NASA will not exercise the government purpose license reserved in paragraph
C.(1)(a) during the term of this Agreement.

(3)

Upon a successful
NASA will refrain
paragraph C.(1)(a)
Agreement or until

(4)

Nothing contained in this paragraph shall be considered to grant to the
Government any rights with respect to any invention other than an invention made
under this Agreement.

completion by RpK of all Milestones under this Agreement,
from exercising the government purpose license reserved in
for a period of 10 (10) years following the expiration of this
December 31, 2020, whichever is later.

Minimum rights to RpK
(1)

RpK is hereby granted a revocable, nonexclusive, royalty-free license in each
patent application filed in any country on an invention made by RpK under this
Agreement and any resulting patent in which the Government acquires title,
unless RpK fails to disclose such invention within the times Specified in
paragraph E.(2) of this clause. RpK's license extends to its domestic subsidiaries
and affiliates, if may, within the corporate structure of which RpK is a party and
includes the right to grant sublicenses of the same scope to the extent RpK was
legally obligated to do so at the time the Agreement was awarded. The license is
transferable only with the approval of the Administrator except when transferred
to the successor of that part of RpK's business to which the invention pertains.

r,_

RpK's A_
_;_.1;.....
may be ro,_nke,t ,_r modified by the Administrator to the
extent necessary to achieve expeditious practical application of such invention
pursuant to an application for an exclusive license submitted in accordance with
37 C.F.R. Part 404, Licensing of Government Owned Inventions. This license will
not be revoked in that field Of use or the geographical areas in which RpK has
achieved practical application and continues to make the benefits of the invention
reasonably accessible to the public. The license in any foreign country may be
-18-

revoked or modified at the discretion of the Administrator to the extent RpK, its
licensees, or its domestic subsidiaries or affiliates have failed to achieve practical
application in that foreign country.
(3)

E.

Before revocation or modification of the license, RpK will be provided a written
notice of the Administrator's intention to revoke or modify the license, and RpK
will be allowed 30 days (or such other time as may be authorized by the
Administrator for good cause shown by RpK) after the notice to show cause why
the license should not be revoked or modified. RpK has the right to appeal, in
accordance with 14 C.F.R. 1245.112, any decision concerning the revocation or
modification of its license.

Invention identification, disclosures, and reports.
(1)

RpK shall establish and maintain active and effective procedures to assure that
inventions made under this Agreement are promptly identified and disclosed to
RpK personnel responsible for the administration of this clause within six months
of conception and/or first actual reduction to practice, whichever occurs first in
the performance of work under this Agreement. These procedures shall include
the maintenance of laboratory notebooks or equivalent records and other records
as are reasonably necessary to document the conception and/or the first actual
reduction to practice of such inventions, and records that show that the procedures
for identifying and disclosing such inventions are followed. Upon request, RpK
shall furnish the Patent Representative a description of such procedures for
evaluation and for determination as to their effectiveness.

(2)

RpK will disclose each such invention to the Patent Representative within two
months after the inventor discloses it in writing to RpK personnel responsible for
the administration of this clause or, if earlier, within six months after RpK
becomes aware that such an invention has been made, but in any event before any
on sale, public use, or publication of such invention known to RpK. RpK shall use
the NASA electronic New Technology Reporting system (eNTRe), accessible at
http://invention.nasa.gov, to disclose inventions. The invention disclosure shall
identify this Agreement and shall be sufficiently complete in technical detail to
convey a clear understanding, to the extent known at the time of the disclosure, of
the nature, purpose, operation, and physical, chemical, biological, or electrical
characteristics of the invention. The disclosure shall also identify any publication,
on sale, or public use of any such invention and whether a manuscript describing
such invention has been submitted for publication and, if so, whether it has been
accepted for publication at the time of disclosure. In addition, after disclosure to
NASA, RpK will promptly notify NASA of the acceptance of any manuscript
describing such an invention for publication or of any on sale or public use
planned by RpK for such invention.
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(3)

F.

RpK shall furnish the Patent Representative the following:
(a)

Interim reports every 12 months (or such longer period as may be
specified by the Patent Representative) from the date of the Agreement,
listing inventions made under this Agreement uun_lg
......
mat_--_
p_,luu,--'A_
m,u
certifying that all such inventions have been disclosed (or that there are no
such inventions) and that the procedures required by paragraph E.(2) of
this clause have been followed;

(b)

A final report, within three mouths after completion of the work, listing all
inventions made under this Agreement or certifying that there were no
such inventions, and listing all subcontracts or other agreements with a
Related Entity containing a patent and invention fights clause (as required
under paragraph G of this clause) or certifying that there were no such
subcontracts or other agreements; and

(c)

Interim and final reports shall be submitted electronically at the eNTRe
Web-site http://invention.nasa._ov.

(4)

RpK agrees, upon written request of the Patent Representative, to furnish
additional technical and other information available to RpK as is necessary for the
preparation of a patent application on an invention made under this Agreement in
which the Government retains title and for the prosecution of the patent
application, and to execute all papers necessary to file patent applications on such
inventions and to establish the Government's fights in the inventions.

(5)

Protection of reported inventions. When inventions made under this Agreement
are reported and disclosed to NASA in accordance with the provisions of this
Article, NASA agrees to withhold such reports or disclosures from public access
for a reasonable time (presumed to be 1 year unless otherwise mutually agreed) in
order to facilitate the allocation and establishment of the invention and patent
fights under these provisions.

Examination of records relating to inventions
(1)

The Patent
(including
conception
technology

Representative or designee shall have the fight to examine any books
laboratory notebooks), records, and documents of RpK relating to the
or ftrst actual reduction to practice of inventions in the same field of
as the work under this Agreement to determine whether

(a)

Any such inventions were made in performance of this Agreement;

(b)

RpK has established and maintained the procedures required by paragraph
E.(1) of this clause; and

(c)

RpK and its inventors have complied with the procedures.
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G.

(2)

If the Patent Representative learns of an unreported RpK invention that the Patent
Representative believes may have been made under this Agreement, RpK may be
required to disclose the invention to NASA for a determination of ownership
rights.

(3)

Any examination of records under this paragraph will be subject to appropriate
conditions to protect the confidentiality of the information involved.

Subcontracts or Other Agreements.
(a)

Unless otherwise authorized or directed by the Patent Representative, RpK
shall include this Invention and Patent Rights Article (suitably modified to
identify the parties) in any subcontract or other agreement with a Related
Entity hereunder (regardiess of tier) for the performance of experinaental,
developmental, or research work.

(b)

In the Invention and Patent Rights Article included in any such
subcontract or other agreement, the following (suitably modified to
identify the parties) shall be substituted for paragraph B(3)(b):
As provided in 14 C.F.R. Part 1245, Subpart 1, RpK may petition, either
prior to execution of the Agreement or within 30 days after execution of
the Agreement, for advance waiver of rights to any or all of the inventions
that may be made under this Agreement. If such a petition is not
submitted, or if after submission it is denied, RpK may petition for waiver
of rights to an identified invention within eight months of first disclosure
of invention in accordance with paragraph E.(2) of this Article or within
such longer period as may be authorized in accordance with 14 CFR
1245.105. Further procedures are provided in paragraph H of this Article.

(c)

(2)

(3)

In the case of subcontracts or other agreements at any tier, NASA, the
Related Entity, and RpK agree that the mutual obligations of the parties
created by this Article constitute privity of contract between the Related
Entity and NASA with respect to those matters covered by this Article.

In the event of a refusal by a prospective Related Entity to accept such a clause,
RpK:
(a)

Shall promptly submit a written notice to the Patent Representative setting
forth the prospective Related Entity's reasons for such refusal and other
pertinent information that may expedite disposition of the matter; and

(b)

Shall not proceed with such subcontract or other agreement without the
written authorization of the Patent Representative.

RpK shall promptly notify the Patent Representative in writing upon the award of
any subcontract or other agreement with a Related Entity (at any tier) containing
ai1 invention and patent rights clause by identifying the Reiated Entity, the
- 21 -
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applicable invention and patent rights clause, the work to be performed under the
subcontract or other agreement, and the dates of award and estimated completion.
Upon request of the Patent Representative, RpK shall furnish a copy of such
subcontract or other agreement, and, no more frequently than annually, a hsting of
the subcontracts or other agreements that have been awarded.
(4)

Reserved.

_Jj_¢_ m__,,grm,,_l.;_;''of RpK's substantial contribution of fi_.mds,facilities and/or
equipment to the work performed under this Agreement, RpK is authorized,
subject to the tights of NASA set forth elsewhere in this Article, to:

H.

(a)

Acquire by negotiation and mutual agreement tights to an invention made
under this Agreement by a Related Entity as RpK may deem necessary to
obtaining and maintaining of private support; and

(b)

Request, in the event of inability to reach agreement pursuant to paragraph
7(e)(i) of this Article, that NASA request that such tights for RpK be
included as an additional reservation in a waiver granted pursuant to 14
CFR Part 1245, Subpart 1. Any such requests to NASA should be
prepared in consideration of the following guidance and submitted to the
Patent Representative. Notwithstanding paragraph B.(3)(b) of this Article,
the Related Entity should be advised that unless it requests a waiver of
title pursuant to the NASA Patent Waiver Regulations (14 C.F.R. Part
1245, Subpart I), NASA will acquire title to inventions made under this
Agreement. If a waiver is not requested or granted, RpK may request a
license from NASA consistent with the requirements of 37 CFR Part 404.
A Related Entity requesting a waiver must follow the procedures set forth
in paragraph I of this Article.

March-in tights.
(1)

RpK agrees that, with respect to any invention made under this Agreement in
which it has acquired title, NASA has the right in accordance with the procedures
in 37 CFR 401.6 and any supplemental regulations of the agency to require RpK,
or an assignee or exclusive licensee of such an invention, to grant a nonexclusive,
partially exclusive, or exclusive license in any field of use to a responsible
applicant or applicants, upon terms that are reasonable under the circtmastances,
and if RpK, its assignee, or exclusive licensee refuses such a request NASA has
the right to grant such a license itself if the Federal agency determines that:
(a)

Such action is necessary because RpK, assignee, or exclusive licensee has
not taken, or is not expected to take within a reasonable time, effective
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steps to achieve practical application of such invention in such field of
use;

I.

:

(b)

Such action is necessary because RpK, assignee, or exclusive licensee,
having achieved practicai application of such invention, has failed to
maintain practical application of such invention in such field of use;

(c)

Such action is necessary because RpK, assignee, or exclusive licensee has
discontinued making the benefits of such invention available to the public
or to the Federal Government;

(d)

Such action is necessary to alleviate health or safety needs which are not
reasonably satisfied by RpK, assignee, or exclusive licensee; or

(e)

Such action is necessary to meet requirements for public use specified by
Federal regulations and such requirements are not reasonably satisfied by
RpK, assignee, or exclusive licensee.

Requests for Waiver of Rights.
(1)

In accordance with the NASA Patent Waiver Regulations, 14 C.F.R. Part 1245,
Subpart 1, waiver of fights to any or all inventions made or that may be made
under this Agreement may be requested at different time periods. Advance waiver
of fights to any or all such inventions may be requested prior to the execution of
the Agreement, or within 30 days after execution thereof. In addition, waiver of
rights to an identified invention made and reported under this Agreement may be
requested, even though a request for an advance waiver was not previously
requested or, if previously requested, was not granted.

(2)

Each request for waiver of rights shall be by petition to the Administrator and
shall include an identification of the petitioner; place of business and address; if
petitioner is represented by counsel, the name, address, and telephone number of
the counsel; the signature of the petitioner or authorized representative; and the
date of signature. No specific forms need be used, but the request should contain a
positive statement that waiver of rights is being requested under the NASA Patent
Waiver Regulations; a clear indication of whether the request is for an advance
waiver or for a waiver of rights for an individual identified invention; whether
foreign fights are also requested and, if so, for which countries, and a citation of
the specific section(s) of the regulation s under which such rights are requested;
and the name, address, and telephone number of the party with whom to
communicate when the request is acted upon.

(3)

All petitions for waiver, whether advanced or individual petitions,
submitted to the Patent Representative designated in this Article.

(4)

A Petition submitted in advance of this Agreement will be forwarded by the
Patent Representative to the Inventions and Contributions Board. The Board will
Consider the petition and where the Board makes the findings to support the
23

will be

waiver, the Board will recommend to the Administrator that waiver be granted,
and will notify the petitioner and the Patent Representative of the Administrator's
determination. The Patent Representative will be informed by the Board
whenever there is insufficient time or information to permit a decision to be made
on an advance waiver "'"*_'^"*,_lm,_u_
.._A,.1..uuuu_y
u_l.jl_A_l
.._,. _k_,_
.......
,.A,.,.,._O_*;
" of the Agreement. In
the event a request for an advanced waiver is not granted or is not decided upon
before execution of the Agreement, the petitioner will be so notified by the Patent
Representative. All other petitions will be processed by the Patent Representative
and forwarded to the Board. The Board shall notify the petitioner of its action and
if waiver is granted, the conditions, reservations, and obligations thereof will be
included in the Instrument of Waiver. Whenever the Board notifies a petitioner of
a recommendation adverse to, or different from, the waiver requested, the
petitioner may request reconsideration
Patent Waiver Regulations.
ARTICLE

under procedures set forth in the NASA

14. CAPABILITY D

Appendix 2, Milestones and Success Criteria, includes optional milestones regarding RpK's
demonstration of a crew transportation capability. The "Capability D Crew Transportation
Option" milestones are included only as a priced option to this Agreement and create no
obligation for either party to perform unless the option is exercised by NASA. NASA shall have
the exclusive right to exercise this option by providing to RpK written notification of such an
intention from the Associate Administrator of Exploration Systems or his designee.
ARTICLE 15. DISCLAIMER

OF WARRANTY

A.
Goods (i.e., equipment, facilities, technical information, data, prototypes) and services, if
provided by NASA under this Agreement, are provided "as is" and no warranty related to
availability, title, or suitability for any particular use, nor any implied warranty of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, is provided under this Agreement. NASA
makes no express or implied warranty as to any intellectual property, generated information, or
product made or developed under this Agreement, or that the goods, services, materials,
products, processes, information, or data to be furnished hereunder will accomplish intended
results or are safe for any purpose including the intended purpose.
B.
Goods (i.e., equipment, facilities, technical information, data, prototypes) and services, if
provided by RpK under this Agreement, are provided "as is" and no warranty related to
availability, title, or suitability for any particular use, nor any implied warranty of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, is provided under this Agreement. RpK makes
no express or implied warranty as to any intellectual property, generated information, or product
made or developed under this Agreement, or that the goods, services, materials, products,
processes, information, or data to be furnished hereunder will accomplish intended results or are
safe for any purpose including the intended purpose.
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ARTICLE 16. TERM OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement becomes effective upon the date of the last signature below and shall remain in
effect until the completion of all obligations of both parties hereto, or 5 years from the date of the
last signature, whichever comes first.
ARTICLE 17. TERMINATION
A.

--

Termination by Mutual Consent.

This Agreement may be terminated at any time upon mutual written consent of both parties.
B.

C.

Termination for Failure to Perform:
(1)

NASA may terminate this Agreement 30 days after issuance of a written
notification that RpK has failed to perform under this Agreement, including
failure to meet a scheduled Milestone as identified and described in Appendix 2.
Before making such a notification, NASA will consult with RpK to ascertain the
cause of the failure and determine whether additional efforts are in the best
interest of the parties. NASA will give special consideration to any failure caused
by delays or events beyond RpK's control. Upon such a notification and
determination, NASA will take all rights identified in Articles 12 and 13 of this
agreement.

(2)

_ In the event of a termination under Section B(1), RpK will not be entitled to any
additional payments from the Government due to a termination for failure to meet
a Milestone. NASA and RpK will negotiate in good faith any other outstanding
issues between the parties. Failure of the parties to agree will be resolved pursuant
to Article 19, Dispute Resolution.

Unilateral Termination by NASA:
(1)

NASA may terminate this Agreement upon written notice; NASA's obligations
under this Agreement may be terminated, in whole or in part, (a) upon a
declaration of war by the Congress of the United States; or Co)upon a declaration
of a national emergency by the President of the United States; or (c) upon a
NASA determination, in writing, that NASA is required to terminate for reasons
beyond its control. For purposes of this Article, reasons beyond NASA's control
include, but are not limited to, acts of God or of the public enemy, acts of the U.S.
Government other than NASA, in either its sovereign or contractual capacity,
fires, floods, epidemics, quarantine restrictions, strikes, freight embargoes, or
unnenMhr
_,_,,ereweather .

(2)

Upon receipt of written notification that NASA is unilaterally terminating this
Agreement under Section C(1), above, RpK shall immediately stop work under
this Agreement and shall immediately cause any and all of its parmers and
suppliers to cease work, except to the extent that RpK wishes to pursue these
demonstrations exclusively using its own funding. Upon such a termination,
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NASA and RpK agree to negotiate in good faith a final settlement payment to be
made by NASA. However, in no instance shall NASA's liability for termination
exceed the total amount due under the next Milestone of this Agreement and is
subject to the provisions of Article 5. Failure of the parties to agree will be
resolved pursuant to Article 19, Dispute Resolution.
D.

Limitation on Damages.

In the event of any termination by NASA, neither NASA nor RpK shall be liable for any loss of
profits, revenue, or any indirect or consequential damages incurred by the other Party, its
contractors, subcontractors, or customers as a result of any termination of this Agreement. A
Party's liability for any damages under this Agreement is limited solely to direct damages,
incurred by the other Party, as a result of any termination of this Agreement subject to mitigation
of such damages by the complaining party. However, in no instance shall NASA's liability for
termination exceed the total amount due under the next milestone under this Agreement.
E.

Rights in Real or Personal Property

RpK will have title to property acquired or developed by RpK and its contractors/partners with
government funding, in whole or in part to conduct the work specified under this Agreement. In
the event of termination of this Agreement for any reason, NASA may purchase such real or
personal property as provided in Article 26 below. Upon any termination under this Article,
NASA may immediately exercise all fights identified in Articles 12 and 13.
ARTICLE

18. CONTINUING

OBLIGATIONS

The obligations of the parties set forth in the provisions of Articles 10 (Liability and Risk of
Loss) and 12-13 (Intellectual Property and Data Rights) of this Agreement concerning liability
and intellectual property fights shall continue to apply after the expiration or termination of this
Agreement.
ARTICLE

19. DISPUTE RESOLUTION

All disputes concerning questions of fact or law arising under this Agreement shall be referred
by the claimant in writing to the RpK Administrative Contact and the NASA Administrative
Contact, who shall seek to resolve such disputes by Agreement. If they are unable to resolve the
dispute, then the dispute will be referred to the JSC Commercial Crew Cargo Project Manager
and the CEO of RpK for joint resolution. If the parties are still unable to resolve the dispute, the
Associate Administrator for Exploration Systems Mission Directorate, or the Deputy of the
Directorate, will seek to resolve the dispute, but if necessary issue a written decision that shall be
a final Agency decision for all purposes including for purposes of seeking judicial review.

Pending resolution of any disputes pursuant to this Article, the Parties agree that performance of
all obligations shall be pursued diligently in accordance with the direction of the JSC
Commercial Crew Cargo Project Manager.
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The Parties agree that this Disputes Resolution procedure shall be the exclusive procedure
followed by the Parties in resolving any dispute arising under, or based on, an express or implied
provision of this Agreement, including an alleged breach.
ARTICLE 20. PRINCIPAL POINTS OF CONTACT
The following personnel are designated as the Administrative and Technical Contacts between
the parties in the performance of this Agreement.
NASA Administrative Contact:

RpK Administrative Contact:

Name and Title
Johnson Space Center
2101 NASA Parkway
Houston, TX 77058
Phone:
Fax:
Email:

4300 Amelia Earhart Lane
Oklahoma City, OK 73159
Phone: (405) 488-1200
Fax: (405) 488-1204

NASA Technical Contact

RpK Technical Contact

Alan Lindenmoyer
Manager, Commercial Crew/Cargo Project
Johnson Space Center
2101 NASA Parkway
Houston, TX 77058
Phone:
Fax:
Email: alan.j.lindenmoyer @nasa.gov

4300 Amelia Earhart Lane
Oklahoma City, OK 73159
Phone: (405)488-1200
Fax: (405) 488-1204

ARTICLE 21. MODIFICATION/AMENDMENTS
All modifications and amendments to this Agreement shall be by mutual agreement of the Parties
and shall be executed, in writing, and signed by the signatories to this Agreement, or their
respective successor or designee.
ARTICLE

22. ASSIGNMENT

OF RIGHTS

Neither this Agreement nor any interest arising under it will be assigned by either Party without
the express written consent of the other party.
ARTICLE

23. ANTI-DEFICIENCY

ACT

All activities under or pursuant to this Agreement are subject to the availability of appropriated
funds, and no provision shall be interpreted to require obligation or provision of funds in
_olation of the Anti-Deficiency Act, 31 U.S.C. 1341.
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ARTICLE 24. APPLICABLE LAW
U.S. Federal law governs this Agreement for all purposes, including, but not limited to,
determining the validity of this Agreement, the meaning of its provisions, and the fights,
obligations and remedies of the Parties.
ARTICLE

25. EXPORT LICENSES

RpK will be responsible for:
A.
Compliance with all U.S. export control laws and regulations, including the International
Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), 22 CFR Parts 120 through 130, and the Export
Administration Regulations (EAR), 15 CFR Parts 730 through 799, in the performance of this
Agreement, In the absence of available license exemptions/exceptions, RpK will be responsible
for obtaining the appropriate licenses or other approvals, if required, for exports of hardware,
technical data, and software, or for the provision of technical assistance.
B.
Obtaining export licenses, if required, before utilizing foreign persons in the performance
of this Agreement, including instances where COTS efforts are to be performed on-site at NASA
Centers, where the foreign person will have access to export-controlled technical data or
software.
C.
All regulatory record keeping requirements associated with the use of licenses and license
exemptions/exceptions.
D.

Ensuring that the provisions 0fthis Article apply to its subcontractors.

In the event that either party intends to utilize a foreign person (as defined in the International
Traffic in Arms Regulations and the Export Administration Regulations) in the performance of
this Agreement, such party shall be responsible for obtaining the required export licenses in
advance of the foreign person's participation.
ARTICLE 26. TITLE AND RIGHTS IN REAL OR PERSONAL PROPERTY

•

RpK will have title to real or personal propertyacquired or developed under this Agreement,
including developed or acquired by RpK for COTS demonstrations. In the event of termination
of this Agreement under Article 17.B., Termination for Failure to Perform, NASA will have the
right to purchase any such property developed or acquired with funds provided by NASA.
NASA's right to purchase such property shall continue for one hundred eighty (180) days
following the effective date of such termination and shall thereafter lapse, and shall be exercised
by providing written notice to RpK within the 180 day period. The Parties will negotiate in good
faith purchase prices for specific items of property. The negotiated prices will be based on
RpK's actual costs (including costs incurred prior to the date of_is Agreement) for purchase or
development of the specific item(s). This price will then be discounted by a percentage that
•reflects the ratio of government funding provided under the Agreement versus the amount of
RpK fimding used (whether before of after the date of this Agreement) to develop or. acquire the
: Specificitem(s) of property. ($2 ofgovew_maent funds V° $1 ofpartiCipantfimds -2/3 = 66.6%
discount).
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Kistler Aerospace Corporation

George D. French, Jr.
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APPENDIX 1: RpK Business Plan - Executive Summary

j.
Rocketplane Kistler (RpK) proposes meeting NASA's COTS goals with a fleet of reusable
vehicles that addresses a healthy diversity of other markets. RpK offers its K-I to
demonstrate Capabilities B/C (internal cargo delivery, disposal, and return) with Demo 1,
and Capability A (external cargo delivery and disposal) with Demo 2 starting in 2008 for a
NASA investment of $207M. We offer an option to demonstrate Capability D in 2010 with
the same basic K-1 by adding a Crew Module with a Human Rating Certification for an
additional $20031 investment
RpK offers NASA the opportunity to leverage ISS resuppiy
and crew transfer needs to spark initiation of a revolutionary
commercial space transportation service.
RpK is a diversified space transportation service provider
with both orbital and suborbital services. RpK's XP vehicle is on
the threshold of providing suborbital space tourism and
microgravity services.
NASA's investment in RpK's K-1 space transportation
service demonstrations will do more than provide NASA with a
commercial ISS service provider. It will place a total of six
commercial capabilities at the service of NASA and the nation.
The K-1 can deliver satellites, deliver and recover ISS cargo, and
transport ISS crew. In addition it provides launch-on-demand
capability for the Department of Defense, cargo and crew
transport for NASA's Vision for Space Exploration, and
extended microgravity service for research purposes.
NASA's investment leverages existing RpK resources that
make early COTS deliveries possible. Over
has been
invested in K-1 development. The K-1 is 75% complete by
weight and 94% by design. NASA investment through COTS
will enable RpK to reunite the existing K-1 team of prime and
sub contractors, and complete K-1 development.
The $207M of NASA funding provides NASA with two
COTS demonstration flights to prove Capabilities BIC (Demo 1)
and Capability A (Demo 2). RpK will also perform, a risk
reduction flight to rendezvous with a point in space prior to any
approach to ISS. An additional $200 million NASA investment
will enable a Capability D demonstration.

Click for K-1
CONOPS
Video

.....

.:
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Rpi(_s
._ _ _r_,Fvo_,,pr_,vmes
_ ...... 7 _ w many fan,hie
_
,_015

benefits to _,?_SA
.....

Business Strategy
RpK intends tobe the leading provider
of
lannch systems. The dis_ction is Lmpoi_._nt
RpK will operate reusable launch vehicles the Rocketplane XP for suborbital services and
the K-1 for orbital services. Reusability is the
key to low cost, responsive space systems. A
reusable vehicle, unlike an expendable vehicle,
does

not

_

*_ _'_" ' '_'_- "_"

"

_<i_{!_j;
i:

:_-_

:

' _"" '

operates independently ofthe production stream
and ls not tied to an extensive network of
suppliers. Neither the XlP nor the K, 1 is tied to
the factory. Once the fleet is in place, RpK can
focus on providing h'-ulycommercial
transportation services, not hardware delivery.
To secure the private financing requJxed for
XIP and K- 1 development, RpK has put in place
a world class management team with expertise
extending from space business financing,
system development, and pro_am management
to marketing and sales. This team has a proven
track record in deliveffmg space systems. Once
Panding is secure, RpK will populate its staff
with additional skilled and knowledgeable
managers and en__neers to oversee the
cont_ractors completing vehicle development.
Most of the key Kistler Aerospace K-t team are
fully supporting the COTS effort for RpK and
many of the Kistler technical team are waiting
to join the RpK COTS Pro_am Team.
With the fleet complete, RpK w_ provide
comprehensive space delivery and in-space
ser¢ices to NASA, DoD, and commercial
................................................... ...... _
customers with the versatile and coml0tementary K-1 and Rocketplane XP.

......... .........

i
i
Technical Approach
RoK intends to comnlete the fabrication, assemblY, test and integration of the K-1 In that time, the operauons Iacmry,.whic is 100% design complete, will also be
finished and commissioned.
,
....
RpK will conduct a risk reduction flight.combining two missions: 1) deploY a commercial
satellice;and 2) position the cargo module t0 a point _ .space to verLfy K-!. proximity operations
before approacbi_-g ISS. Subsequent to thar_flight, RpK will launch the COTS Demonstration
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Capabilities B/C wire a l_ressmuzeci Carg0 Module (PC_D in
A in February 2009 with an UnDressuIized
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with a nominal
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Financial

Information

As of June 15, 2006, RpK has received sig_?ed term sheets from strategic partners
strategic investors _hat eq_uate to commitmentsfo_
in COTS fundkig..,
___
......
include

RpK's

parmers

include

-

--

_,_e_
investors,
additional investors

/

strategic

With
and N_A
_ _ +_-*
moving forward.

RpK

a combination

-

mad

Strategic

izivestors

of strategic

parmers,

Eas the ,4_,h_ mLx of investors

to _,ct

By leveraging available RpK assets, shown in the figure below, NASA increases their
probability of success for the COTS program. Experienced managers and subcontractors
combined with RpK's in-hand, fabricated and tested, full-size subsystems allows for rapid
integration, assembly, and checkout of the RLV. NASA's investment in RpK also leverages
RpK's follow-on K-1 vehicle as a Phase-1 backup vehicle, launching from Woomera, Australia
and flying a risk reduction flight prior to demonstration 1 to increase protection for the ISS. This
approach significantly reduces demonstration risk. NASA's investment farther gains execution
of four demonstrations shown in the figure below.
Thus NASA significantly benefits from investing in RpK to perform the Phase-1 COTS
deve!opmem and demons_ation. Within 30 months NASA gains the six capabilities shown in the
bottom portion of the figure below. RpK's fleet, launch-on-demand, microgravity, and growth
capabilities provide NASA far more than just cargo and crew transfer support.
NASA'sPhase-1COTSinvestmentleveragessignificant,availableRpKresources:
R1- PrimecontractorRpK'smanagement
teamwithdecadesof experiencedeveloping,
testing,and delivering
spacestation,aerospacevehicle,and spacecraftto NASA,othergovernment,andciviliancustomers.
R2- RpKsubcontractors
who havedesigned,developed,
testedtheHW! SWsubsystemstheyhavealready
fabricatedfollowingprovenISO9001S&MAprocedures.
R3- Existingshipsetsof full-sizeK-1hardware,tooling,and existingGN&Csoftwareallowsachievingthe30monthdemonstration
schedule.
R4- RpK'sintegratedK-1RLVwith pressurized& unpressurized
cargomodules,theK-1CrewModule,and
theXP RLV
R5- Woomera,Australiaspaceportfor K-1launches& BurnsFlats,OklahomaSpaceportfor XP launches.
R6- RpK'ssecondintegratedK-1isa backupLVto thedemonstration
K-1as wellas thescheduledPhase-2
RLV.Anycatastrophicdifficultywiththefirst vehiclewillnotpreventsuccessfulcompletionof Phase-1by
2010.
NASA'sPhase-1COTSinvestmentgainsthe followingcapabilitydemonstrations:
>> RiskReductionflightprior to Demonstration
1
>>CapabilityB/CDemonstration
1 to/from theISS
>>CapabilityA Demonstration
2 to / from theISS
>>2 CrewModuleDemonstrations
NASA'sCOTSinvestments
stimulates6 commercialcapabilitiesfor useby NASA:
C1- FleetCapability:In 30 monthsestablishesa viablecommercial
spacetransportcompany(RpK)witha
fully-reusable,
rapidturnaroundorbitalK-1andsuborbitalXP transportfleet.
C2- OrbitalCarqoDeliveryCapability:Startingin 2009,NASAgainsassuredannualdeliveryof 29,416kg/yr
upmass,21,400kg/yrdisposal,and14,700kg/yrrecoverable
downmass,allowingNASAto confidentlyretire
theSTSon schedule.
C3- CrewTransportCapability:ByAugust2012NASAgainsanassured5-personperflighttransport
capabilityallowingNASAto confidentlycommencePhase2 commercialcrewtransportoperations.
C4- Launchon DemandCapability:Startingin 2009,NASAgains9-day(afternotice)rapidturn-aroundand
transportcapabilityof criticalcargoto theISS.Startingin2012 NASAgainson-demandassuredtransportof
iSScrew.
C5- GrowthCapability:Establishesa crew/ cargoorbitalspacetransportsystemwithmodular,expandable
capability
to conductfutureNASAmissions,suchas moonre-supply.
C6- Microgravity
DeliveryCapability:Fleetof orbitaland suborbital!aunchvehicleseasilycapableof carrying
microgravity
payloadsfor short and multipleorbitflights.
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BI. CmmpanyInformation
A. Business Strategy
RpK willbe a full-service
commercialspacetranspo_adon
provider,
making what isnow
slow, cosily, and inflexible into a responsive, affordable, and routineT_
_
end-to-end_
. 1 service.=_,l_We
execute our ousm,.ss strategy with o_ ma_e, complimentmT, _-_ and Roc_etDane _ *"_Y
reusabie space :anspoI_mtion vCnicies.
As discussed above, RpK will operate musabte space tramsportalion vehicles - the
Rocke_pla_e XLPfor suborbital services and the K-1 for orbital services. RpK will use NASA
COTS to demonstrate reliable, low cost transportation seswices.
To secure the private fmancing rea3Jsed for XP and K-1 development, RpK has put in place a
wo_id class management te_om-with expe_ise exten_g
_-am space busmes_ financing,
system
development, pro_am management, marketing, and sales. This team, has a proven track record in
space system development. Once funding is secure, RDK will populate its staff with additional
s_ed
and know]edgeab!e managers _d en_meers to oversee the contractors comptetmg the K1 vehicle and launch site developments.
With the fleet complete, RpK will provide comprehensive space delivery and in-space
services to NASA; DoD, and commerdal customers with the versatile and complementary K-1
and Rocketplane XP.
B. Market
RpK will address a diversity of markets. In fact it is the diversity of markets addressed that
make RpK such a robust investment. The XP will serve the suborbital _r_nce tourism mad
micro_avi_y research markets.
The K-1 will serve NASA as a C©Tb sp_acetransportation vehicle,

The K-i is also provides robust crew transport capability to the ISS
Addressing COTS CapabJ_ty D opens orbital space to further
commercial development.

C. Productg and S_rvices
RpK provides low cost space access fora vmiety ofpurposes. Due to our reusability, RpK s
vehicles provide sdhednle flexibility heretofore unavailable from seaee transportati0nl
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Space Exploration_
as part of our risk reduction flight and
contiaues with the e_eeution of NASAIs )?base 2 ISS resnpt_ly contract ptanned to start in May
2009.

. As discussed, RpK provides unique on-orBit and remna
to earth se£-vicesfor both carao and crew,

U,CompetitorAnaJysm
No single _O**_e_m_.
....
*_"_ competes wltn
-'_' i<p=
_' ,m•m au_.......
me markets _at RpK serves. ,,,_me,- m-ms
*,
are
either suborbital or orbital services, hut none is as advanced as RpK. Other firms provide orbital
competitor resides in-:its abi_ty to addressmultiple markets, but to rely on no singie one to be
successful.
t

E. Marketingand Sales

F. Governance

Structure

CEO George French is the majority owner of both RnK businesses. The Kistler and
with broad authoriW for da/!y

....

Rocketplane B.oD's 12ave empowered the Rp_ executives
prodnction and operations decisions.
G, ManagementTeam
The company is stmctnred to complete development of the K-1 and XP vehicles, and press
forward with, comprehensive customer sales and services. The management team has decades of
gbrcernmerit: and industry experience, They include veteran executives from Rocketplane and
tOsfler.
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B2. Developmentand Demonstrauonvlan
A. Planand Schedule
RpK has a realistic 28-month plan to COTS Demo 1. It is based on the advanced
development state of the K-1. We plan to continue the on-going reactivation of the K-1 effort
prior to contract award. We have approaches to mitigate programmatic risks, including staffmg
and facilities plans. Additionally RpK has developed an estimated schedule to complete
Capability D in 37 months after Capability D ATP.

B. Resources

We have

a resource

pian to buiid

a commerci_

space _ansportaiion

i__ffastructure.

Tlte

tIlOZ-e

investment is planned m order to deve!op Capabilities A; B _tnd .C. NASA fundin_ off $207M
nrovides the. basis to demonstrate capabilities A, B, andC, stimulates coxxumeroial investment,
facilitates neap-term availability of m_uitipie 1attach services, and reduces risk. in. order t0 obtain
capability D,

C. Tesming Arrangements
Our teain includes the best of industry in their areas of responsibility.
They have extensive
previous experience working with RpK and are participating in the K-I restart planning,

O. Performance Milestone Payments
The proposed schedule of COTS performance milestone
based on objective snccess criteria and realistic achievement

payments (Financial Template 2) is
dates. Payments total $206.8M and

RpK's proposed Capability D milestone payments, based on RpK's best estimate of a worstcase scenario, represents the maximum exposure to both NASA and RpK's investors.
We have
identified.in, our _ecknical proposal several. @ut.nQt alt,i__clusive) trades that will be ,¢,onduced, at
RpK's expense, upon execution of the COTS contract..These
trades Witl solidify a baseline
apRroach-that accomplishes
several Objectives..The
obwous is to ensure crew.safety,
system
_._l:_kal_4_.._.-t_a,_-:_;_}
_A
.....
f_,_:_n_]
_T-N_o_one_7
T_! a,_rtltlc_n
tn
tha
technien_l obje_i_es nf these
trades,i cost and schecluie will be evainated t_ establish an achievable and cost scheduIe.
:
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Concurrent with the Capability D trades, RpK will commence effort to establish a Master
Schedule to level 4 (or lower where appropriate) to accomplish Capability D Demonstration and
transitioning to a Phase 2 Operational Readiness. Costing of these tasks will undoubtedly result
in a more realistic and achievable cost and schedule program.
The result of these efforts and the anticipated cost savings will be shared with NASA on a
dollar for dollar basis. RpK anticipates a final negotiation of Capability D milestone payments
prior to Capability D program execution.

B3. COTSOperational Readiness (OR)
RpK plans to build two complete K-1 vehicles and a third Orbital Vehicle. This build will
occur in sequence without a production pause. Long lead items are already in hand for Vehicle 2
_,odu_._l,,_.:--This app_oa,.,l_
_- ,mou_es
.....
K_I readiness" _wf_'r
the operational onT_ missions. RpK's
Crew Module is derived from the Pressurized Cargo Module. Consequently the majority of the
tooling, design, and expertise will be readily available, and suppliers and contractors will already
be identified. This enables near-term Operational Readiness dates with a full-scale RLV, and
confidence that the STS can be retired in 2010.
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B4. FinancialPro-forma
,=-

B5. Compliance
RpK complies with all COTS eligibility requirements, and federal laws and policies,
including 1TAR. RpK is 100% owned by US nationals.
We are compliant with all FAA
regulations and finally, we do not rely on Russian suppliers.

T1. SystemConceptand Performance
The system architecture includes the flight.and ground system elements, and the CONOPS.
System elements are the K-I, Cargo Integration Facility (C/F), Payload Processing Facility
(PPF), Vehicle Processing Facility (VPF), Launch Facility, Visiting Vehicle Control Center
(VVCC), and Mission Control Center (MCC). By using the minimum number of system
elements (e.g., no aircraft launch vehicles or ocean-going recovery vehicles), system
affordability, reliability, and cycle time are optimized.
The K-1 is based on years of increasingly mature development and risk reduction of the fully
reusable,
two-stage,
LOX/kerosene
launch
vehicle
with interchangeable
reusable
payload/cargo/crew modules mated to the second stage orbital vehicle. The COTS Demo is the
next logical step in this progress.
The CONOPS includes horizontal ground processing and checkout, K-1 rollout and launch,
be_hing and cargo/crew transfer to the !SS, autonomous return trajectory, re-entry and soft_
landings of the LAP and OV at the launch site, and reprocessing for relauncb.
ISS
Cargo
Module

b_

"_'_

1.3n)

OV
LOX

_;"

*

16.1 m

Tank

!1_

(53.1 ft)

RP
OV

_

Vehicle
Orbital

18.3 m
-(60.2 ft)

Tank
(OV)TankOMSLAP
_..
_
LOX
_
Tank

LAP RP

_

LOX

_=

_

Staging

Rentry
"

I
Ascent

Launch
Assist
Platform

andrelaunch

launchsite

Retention
Tank
AJ-26

_

Tank-Engines --

_
--

Liftoffi
_

_'(LAP)

K-1vehicle readyto launch

OVlandsat
OV toreprocessing& relaunch

T2. Mission Compatibility & Perf.Analysis
Our system is designed to perform the COTS Service Reference Mission (SRM) and meet or
exceed the requirements of the CI-SRD and CI-IIRD. Transition from Phase 1 Demos to Phase 2
Operations is straightforward since the first K-1 is a full scale vehicle, albeit with reduced cargo
capacity° It will be flown operationally, and the lower weight of the LV(2), without LV(1) demo
instrumentation and new weight savings, enable it to have full A-D performance.
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T3. Development
All subsystems will have at least a NASA TRL 5/6 by the end of IAT&CO; no new
technology developments are required. The K-1 design is 85% finalized. Initial requirements
tasks are complete, and many subsystems tests have been conducted. These include nine firings
of the main engines (up to full duration of 400 sec., and 114% power), Nil-scale drop tests of the
6-parachute recovery system, air bag drop tests, and LOX tank proof tests. HWIL testing of the
avionics and software has been started.
T4. Manufacturinq
More than 75% of K-1 hardware (by weight) is complete, including 46 main engines in
inventory, enough for 180 K-1 flights. The manufacturing approach uses proven processes and
materials. A modular design of common line replaceable units - structures, propulsion, landing
system, avionics, and thermal protection system (TPS) - enables high reliability, high production
learning, simplified maintenance, and rapid turnaround. Manufacturing plans are in place to
resume K-1 production applying past lessons learned.

LAPMid-Body
Assy

_n

2_ StageOrbitalVehicle(OV)
Enginek/ OVLOXTank " p_ie_

LAPRetention
Tank

s Car_aY/_ule

Propellant
FeedSystem
Airbage
TPSBlanket

AJ26-60MainEngine
EnqineController
1=StageLaunchAssistPlatform
_LAP)

Composite
Strustur
eSection

'qmm
LAPRPTank/Engine

LAPLOXTank

Parachutes

Avionios/Parachutes Aluminum
LOXTank

2raStageLOXTank

T5. Test and Verification
Hardware is tested per MIL-STD-1540C. Subsystems will be completed, tested, and qualified
by subcontractors. Final /AT&CO is at Lockheed Martin Michoud using proven horizontal
processes. The K-1 stages will be flown to Spaceport Woomera, Australia where initial flights
begin in 2008. We will qualify the ISS resupply end-to-end system using all phases of the
operational CONOPS.
Demo 1 verifies Capabilities B/C with a pressurized CM, and Demo 2 verifies A with a
UCM. The K-1 will rendezvous and berth with the ISS. It then reenters and returns to the launch
site for refurbishment. The same K-1 is the ftrst operational vehicle in the fleet, and we have
several LOI's for commercial LEO satellite deliveries beginning in 2009.
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T6. ISS Certification and Orbital Test Bed Int.
Under contract to MSFC, we demonstrated how the K-1 can safely deliver and return cargo
directly to the ISS, and how the K-1 vehicle met the VVR for the ISS. The CM accommodates
four standard ISPRs and berths at the US ISS node. We have FAA Policy Approval for
operations at CC.A_FSin Norida, an_dare assessing the New Mexico spaceport°
T'/. COTSHumanRatinqCertification(Cap.D)
RpK proposes to develop a Crew Module based upon the RpK Pressurized Cargo Module.
The commonality of hardware, tooling, and expertise makes it possible to initiate crew transfer
service in 2010 if early NASA funding is available. RpK will initiate pre-PDR design activities
with its own funds at COTS ATP in order to retain the option for crew transfer capability in
2010. The third K-1 vehicle will be used for Capability D Demos.
TS,TechnicalRisks
Based on the mature design and built hardware, the overall risk is low. We've identified the
remaining tee_.ieal _risks,and their mitigation using additional ground __d space tests.

T9. SafetyandMissionAssurance
We meet all NASA safety, mission assurance, and reliability requirements. A reusable LV is
designed for higher reliability than an expendable LV. The K-1 has triplex avionics.
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The pro_ammatic progress and technical and operational bowiedge resulting from Sd00M
of p_or investment, coupled w-ith an infusion- of new investment, NASA fl_mding, and catty
operational revenue constipate the financial foundation of the business ptan. We are conOmuiag to
combine the stren_hs of Rocketplane and Kistler management and launch systems to implement
the plan. Under new leadership, RpK leverages si_cant
financial resources and heritage flight
hardware to assure successful COTS Demo flights in time for an efficient transition from STS to
K-1 ISS ops.
The financial data reflects our entrepreneurial business plan. This data fully accounts for the
complete restmcm_dng of Kistler's balance sheet in Chapter 11 (due to the cotlapse of the LEO
comsat ma_et), which positioned Kis_ier for new investment2 We use commercial business
practices that provide price and operational benefits to customers.
F1. Income and Cash Flow Statements
Provided para_aph B4 of this Executive Summary.
F2. Total Fixed Contribution from NASA
NASA funds for Capabilities A-C are $207M as described para_aph
Capabili_ D are estimated at $200M.
F3, ProposedGov't Services, Facilities or Equip.

B2.D. NASA _ands for

_'O,V_,_'_S E RVdCESi--_EAC!EU_!ES;_OB.:EQ UlP:ME N

F4. Totai Cost by System
Two K-l's will be built to assure successful COTS Demos. First unit status is shown for
Capability A through C followed by Capability D. As previously indicated Ca]_abflity D is
estimated on a worst case basis and wilt likely be adjusted downward as RpK executed our trade
and analysis exercise to generate a Per-PDR position.
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F5, Phased Cost by Function
Phased cost by function for Capabilities A through C is a summa_ation
our detailed resource
loaded schedule as presented in our initiai Financial Information Vohtme. Functional phased
cost for Capability D is, as stated previously, our best estimate based on a worst case scen_-io
and any savings achieved as a result of our trade analysis and detail ptanning will be shared with
NASA

F6. ProiectedOperationalPricesfor A, B,C and F7.Projected Operational Prices for D
O_.gbase_e pace projections are'
per flight to the ISS and
per passenger,
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SUMMARY
With the formation of RpK, we believe there are even more compelling reasons to select the K-1 for l
COTSnow than in 2003 when NASA observed, The .:. K-1 system is a recoverable launch system. A l
significant portion of the K-1 system has already been designed and fabricated and numerous flight
entwineshave been acauired.Based on NASA's due diligence review of Kistler_ contract performance in
July 2003,the vehicle design and fabrication are sufficiently mature to support a capability of delivering
flight data ...[within 18months]."
The new RpK team has a viable 30-month demonstration program based on a mature K-l, welldew,toped business plan, and strong financial and management resources. The fuh_-reusabi_ multimission K-1 RL Vprovides a large payload capacity, rapid availability, high reliability, and low cost. For
COTS,
-.-per launch, and a robust
9-day turnaround and 3-daysurge capability.
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APPENDIX 2: RpK Milestones and Success Criteria
m

I M;_3estone!: Program Imp!emen_tion

Plan Review

Amount: $7,300,00O
Date: 9/06

Subsequent to Space Act Agreement execution and initiation of the COTS
program, RpK shall host a kickoff meeting to describe the plan for program
implementation, which includes management planning for Design, Development,
Testing, & Evaluation (DDT&E), integrated schedule, financing, supplier
engagement, risks and anticipated mitigations. An additional objective of this
review meeting is for RpK to brief their subcontractor team and provide a detailed
status of the K-1 vehicle, cargo module, ISS rendezvous/mission operations, and
the launch site.
RpK shall provide a briefing of the program implementation plan, along with a
hard copy of the presentation materials, and responses to any questions that the
NASA Team might have concerning RpK's plan.
Success Criteria:
Successful review of the program implementation

Milestone

2: Financing

Round

plan review as described above.

1

Amount: $7,300,000
Date: 9/06

Success Criteria:
All necessary documentation is completed and provided to NASA, the first
payment is received and documented via bank statement, and conditions
associated with subsequent payments are accepted by NASA.

Milestone 3: System Requirements

Review

Amount:$17,500,000
Date: 2/07

RpK shall conduct a System Requirements Review (SRR) in accordance with the
SRR definition in the NASA Systems Engineering Process & Requirements (NPR
7123-1) document..
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the System Requirements

Review.

Milestone 4: Financing Round 2

Amount:$7,500,000
Date: 2/07

Success Criteria:
All necessary documentation is completed and provided to NASA, the first
payment is received and documented via bank statement, and conditions
associated with subsequent payments are accepted by NASA_
L-
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Milestone

5: Pressurized

Cargo

Module

Critical

Design

Review

Amount: $5,000,000
Date: 8/07

RpK shall conduct a Pressurized Cargo Module (PCM) Critical Design Review
(CDR) in accordance with the PDR definition in NASA Systems Engineering
Process & Requirements (NPR 7123-1) document.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the Pressurized Cargo Module (PCM) Critical Design
Review.

Milestone
Review

6: Unpressurized

Cargo

Module

Critical

Design

Amount: $5,000,000
Date: 9/07

RpK shall conduct an Unpressurized Cargo Module (UCM) Critical Design
Review (CDR) in accordance with the CDR definition in the NASA Systems
Engineering Process & Requirements (NPR 7123-1) of this document.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the Unpressurized
Review.

Milestone

7: ISS Test Readiness

Cargo Module Critical Design

Review

Amount: $2,100,000
Date: 10/07

RpK shall conduct a Test Readiness Review (TRR) in accordance with the TRR
definition in the NASA Systems Engineering Process & Requirements (NPR
7123-1) of this document.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the Test Readiness Review.

Milestone

8: Rendezvous

Software

Test

Readiness

Review

RpK shall conduct a Rendezvous Software Test Readiness Review (TRR) in
accordance with TRR definition in the NASA Systems Engineering Process &
Requirements (NPR 7123-1 ) document.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the Rendezvous Software Test Readiness Review.
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Amount: $20,000,000
Date: 2/08

Amount: $20,000,000
Date: 2108

Milestone 9: Financing Round 3

Success Criteria:
All necessary documentation is completed and provided to NASA, the first
payment is received and documented via bank statement, and conditions
associated with subsequent payments are accepted by NASA.

Milestone 10: PCM Test Readiness Review

Amount:$30,000,000
Date: 5/08

RpK shall conduct a PCM TRR in accordance with TRR definition in the NASA
Systems Engineering Process & Requirements (NPR 7123-1) document.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the PCM Test Readiness Review.

Milestone 11:K-1 Complete and Shipped to Woomera

Amount:$20,000,000
Date: 7/08

RpK shall complete the K-1 vehicle fabrication, assembly, integration, vehicle
testing, and delivery to the Woomera launch facility.
Success Criteria:
Successful confirmation of the K-1 vehicle completion and delivery to the
Woomera launch facility.

Milestone

12: Certification

Of Flight

Readiness

Amount: $4,500,000
Date: 9/08

RpK shall perform a Certification Of Flight Readiness (CoFR) in accordance with
CoFR definition in the NASA Systems Engineering Process & Requirements
(NPR 7123-1) of this document.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the CoFR.

I
Milestone 13: Pre-Demo 1 Risk Reduction Flight

I Amount:Date:
11/08525'000'000

RpK shall conduct a space flight to pre-demonstrate the ability to deliver and
return pressurized cargo to and with the objectives described in the Risk

I

]

Rcdut.uOu Fli_h_ les_ • 1a.1.
Success Criteria:

_

Successfulcompletion

of Pre Demo I Risk Reduction Flight.
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Milestone

14:1 st Demo

Flight

Amount: $25,000,000
Date: 1/09

RpK shall conduct a space flight to demonstrate the ability to deliver, and return
de_llu_u
pressurized cargo to and from iSS in accordance with the Objectives
=.....
in
the Flight Test 1 Plan.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of all objectives of Flight Test 1.

Milestone

15:2 nd Demo

Flight

Amount: $10,600,000
Date: 3/09

RpK shall conduct a space fright to demonstrate the ability to deliver and return
unpressurized cargo to and from ISS in accordance with the objectives described
in the Flight Test 2 Plan.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of all objectives of Flight Test 2.
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Capability D Crew Transportation

System

Requirements

Option

Review

Date: January 2009

Subsequent to Space Act Agreement Capability D option execution and initiation
of the COTS program, RpK shall host a kickoff meeting to describe the plan for
program implementation, which includes management planning for Design,
Development, Testing, & Evaluation (DDT&E), integrated schedule, financing,
supplier engagemem, risks and anticipated mitigations. An additional objective of
this review meeting is for RpK to conduct a Crew Transportation System
Requirements Review (SRR) in accordance with the SRR definition in the NASA
Systems Engineering Process & Req,_ements ,_(NPR7!23-1) documenL
Success Criteria:
RpK shall provide a briefing of the program management plan, along with a hard
copy of the presentation materials, and responses to any questions that the NASA
Team might have concerning RpK's plan. Successful completion of the Crew
Transportation SRR.

Milestone

D2:

Crew

System

Preliminary

Design

Review

Amount: $10,000,000
Date: March 2009

RpK shall conduct a Crew System Preliminary Design Review (CS-PDR)
Preliminary Design Review (PDR) in accordance with the PDR definition in
NASA Systems Engineering Process & Requirements (NPR 7123-1) document.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the Crew System Preliminary Design Review (CSPOP.).

Milestone

D3:

Crew

System

Critical

Design

Review

RpK shall conduct an Crew System Critical Design Review (CS-CDR) Critical
Design Review (CDR) in accordance with the CDR definition in the NASA
Systems Engineering Process & Requirements (NPR 7123-1 ) of this document.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the Crew System Critical Design Review Critical
Design Review.
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Amount: $15,000,000
Date: May 2009

I
I
I Amount:$15,000,000 [

Milestone D4: Fabrication Start
l

Date: June 2009

RpK shall start fabrication of major structural components

I

Fabrication has started

I
Milestone D5: Financing #1

Amount:$10,000,000
Date: September 2009

Success Criteria:
All necessary documentation is completed and provided to NASA, the first
payment is received and documented via bank statement, and conditions
associated with subsequent payments are accepted by NASA.

Milestone D6: Hardware / Software Integration Test

i

Amount:$15,000,000
Date: January 2010

RpK
shallCriteria:
initiate Hardware / Software lab testing.
Success
Successful initiation of the entire crew system hardware in the lab environment.

I

I Milestone D7: Safety Review

Amount:$10,000,000

I RpK shall conduct a internal Safety Review in accordance as defined in RpK
I
I Success Criteria:

Date: April 2010

Engineering Process & Requirements (NPR 7123-1) document.
As defined in the in accordance with the PDR definition in NASA Systems

[ Milestone D8: Financing #2

Amount: $10,000,000

I

Date: July 2010
Success Criteria:
payment is received and documented via bank statement, and conditions
associated with subsequent payments are accepted by NASA.
All necessary documentation is completed and provided to NASA, the first
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Milestone

D9: Test Readiness

Review

Amount: $10,000,000

RpK shall conduct a Test Readiness Review in accordance with the definition in
NASA Systems Engineering Process & Requirements (NPR 7123-1) document.

Date: November 2010

Success Criteria:
Successfal completion of the TRR as defined in NASA Systems Engineering
Process & Requirements (NPR 7123-1) document.

Milestone

D10:

Start

of Crew

Module

Assembly

and Integration

Amount: $10,000,000
Date: February 2011

RpK shall Start Crew Module Integration.
Success Criteria:
Successful initiation Crew Module Integration and Assembly.

I

Milestone

Dll:

Crew

System

Integration

Test

Complete

Amount: $15,000,000
Date: May 2011

RpK shall conduct a Crew System Integration Test in accordance with RpK's Test
Plan
Success Criteria:
Completed in accordance with RpK's Test Plan criteria.

Milestone
D12: Phase One Safety Review Panel
RpK shall complete the NASA Phase One Safety Review Panel process.

Amount: $10,000,000
Date: July 2011

Success Criteria:
As defined in the NASA Safety Review Process, document SSP 30599.

Milestone

D13:

Financing

#3

Amount: $10,000,000
Date: October 2011

Success Criteria:
All necessary documentation is completed and provided to NASA, the first
payment is received and documented via bank statement, and conditions
associated with subsequent payments are accepted by NASA.
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Milestone

D14:

Crew

Module

Complete

and

Shipped

to

Amount: $10,000,000
Date: January 2012

Woomera
RpK shall complete the Crew Module vehicle fabrication, assembly, integration,
vehicle testing, and delivery to the Woomera launch facility.
Success Criteria:
Successful conftrmation of the Crew Module completion and delivery to the
Woomera launch facility.

Milestone

D15:

Financing

#4

Amount: $10,000,000
Date: March 2012

Success Criteria:
All necessary documentation is completed and provided to NASA_ the first
payment is received and documented via bank statement, and conditions
associated with subsequent payments are accepted by NASA.

Milestone

D16:

Certification

of Flight

Readiness

Amount: $15,000,000
Date: June 2012

RpK shall perform a Certification Of Night Readiness (CoFR) in accordance with
CoFR definition in the NASA Systems Engineering Process & Requirements
(NPR 7123-1) of this document.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the CoFR.

Milestone

D17:

Crew

Demo

Flight

Amount: $10,00o,000
Date: August 2012

RpK shall conduct a space flight to demonstrate the ability to deliver and return
flight crew to and from ISS in accordance with the objectives described in the
Crew Flight Test 1 Plan.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of all objectives of Crew Flight Test 1.

[
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SPACE ACT AGREEM_ENT
BETWEEN
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
AND
SPACE EXPLORATION TECHNOLOGIES CORP.
FOR
CO_CIAL
ORBITAL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES DEMONSTRATION
(COTS)
BACKGROUND
A.
NASA has established the Commercial Crew/Cargo Project Office at the Johnson
Space Center as part of the Exploration Systems Mission Directorate. The objectives of
the Commercial Crew/Cargo Project are to:
•

implement U.S. Space Exploration policy with an investment to stimulate
commercial enterprises in space,

•

facilitate U.S. private industry demonstration of cargo and crew space
transportation capabilities with the goal of achieving reliable, cost effective
access to low-Earth orbit, and

•

create a market environment in which commercial space transportation
services are available to Government and private sector customers.

B.
This SAA represents Space X and NASA's commitment to conducting the initial
development and demonstration phase of the Commercial Crew/Cargo Project.
Specifically, the Space X innovative approach to meeting the goals of the project is
outlined in Appendix 1.
ARTICLE 1. AUTHORITY
This Agreement is entered into by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
located at 4tu and E Streets, SW, Washington, D.C. (hereinaf_cerreferred to as "NASA" or
Go_cernment), and Space Exploration Technologies Corp., (hereinafter referred to as
"SpaceX" or "Participant") with a place of business at 1310 E. Grand Avenue, E1
Segundo, CA 90245. NASA's authority to enter into this Agreement is in accordance
with the authority set forth in Sections 203(c)(5) and 203(c)(6) of the National
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, as amended and NPR 1050.1G. This agreement will
be implemented by NASA at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas.
ARTICLE 2.: PURPOSE
"

The purpose of this Agreement is to conduct initial development and demonstration phase
of the Commercial Orbital Transportation Services (COTS) Project. Under this
Agreement, SpaceX will receive miIestone payments from NASA to develop and
R0 5/30/06
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demonstrate vehicles, systems, and operations needed for SpaceX to perform earth to
orbit space fli_t demonstrations of the following capabilities:
Capability A: External cargo delivery and disposal - delivers cargo (payloads)
that operate directly in the space environment to a LEO test bed and provides for
its safe disposal.
Capability B: Internal cargo delivery and disposal - delivers cargo (payloads) that
operates within a volume maintained at normal atmospheric pressure to a LEO
test bed and provides for its safe disposal.
Capability C: Internal cargo delivery and return - delivers cargo (payloads) that
operate within a volume maintained at normal atmospheric pressure to a LEO test
bed and provides for its safe return to Earth.
Capability D (Option): Crew transportation - delivers crew tO a LEO test bed and
provides for safe return to Earth.
Collectively, Capability A, B, C, and D shall be referred to herein as the
"Demonstrations".
As part of the Demonstrations, NASA will provide the International Space Station
(ISS) for use by SpaceX as an orbital destination and active test bed on the
condition that SpaceX satisfies applicable ISS visiting vehicle requirements.
The scope of the COTS Project and Demonstrations involves the development and
operation of an end-to-end space transportation system of services including ground
operations and integration, launch, rendezvous, proximity operations, docking or
berthing, orbital operations, reentry, and safe disposal or return.
ARTICLE 3. RESPONSIBILITIES
A. Space X shall:
(1)

Conduct the COTS Demonstrations according to the milestones identified
in Appendix 2 (Milestones and Success Criteria) and consistent with the
visiting vehicle requirements of the CI-IIRD including proving all
required deliverables;

(2)

Lead a quarterly project status briefing; and

(3)

Desimaate at least one seat on each review board described in Appendix 2
for a NASA representative.

B. NASA shall:
R0 5/30106
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(4)

Provide milestone payments to Space X upon successful completion of
each milestone, subject to limitations noted below;

(5)

Provide the ISS as the orbital destination and active test bed if the ISS
visiting vehicle requirements are satisfied. NASA will provide associated
technical expertise to facilitate proximity operations, specifically
rendezvous and docking, with the International Space Station;

(6)

Provide relevant NASA data/inf0rmation necessary for participant to
provide for Visiting Vehicle Integration (VVI) requirements consistent
with the CI-IIRD;

(7)

Participate in the quarterly project status review; and

(8)

Appoint a NASA representative to participate in each review board
described in Appendix 2, who shall have concurrence authority on aspects
of the space transportation system design, engineering, operations, which
•affect the ISS or human rating for flight of NASA crew members.

C. Within 30 days of commencement of work by SpaceX under this Agreement, NASA
and SpaceX shall jointly develop a Management Interface Plan that articulates the insight
and oversight arrangements that wilt enable management of both SpaceX and NASA to
execute their responsibilities under this Agreement and to third parties, including with
respect to NASA, to Partner States (as defined below), and with respect to SpaceX, to its
shareholders and other constituents.
ARTICLE 4. SCHEDULE AND MILESTONES
The scheduled milestones, acceptance criteria, and payments for each milestone in
furtherance of the Demonsgations are identified in Appendix 2 to this Agreement.
ARTICLE 5. FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS
A.

Obligation

(1) The Government's liability to make payments to SpaceX is limited to only those
funds obligated annually under this Agreement or by amendment to the Agreement.
NASA may obligate funds to the Agreement incrementally.
B.

Acceptance and Payment for Milestones

(1) SpaceX shall notify NASA Key Personnel, listed in Article 20, at least 30
calendar days prior to the completion of any milestone to arrange for the NASA
Technical Contact or designee to witness the event or accept delivery of documents.
With +he ..... _;,, ,,_ _,Jf_l_,<,,,_1 (Capabi!i_ A-C), NASA shall have 30 cMend_r days
to determine whether the milestone event meets its corresponding acceptance criteria as
described in Appendix 2 of this Agreement and shall notify SpaceX of NASA's
acceptance or non-acceptance. NASA shall have 5 calendar days to determine whether
R0 5130106
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Milestone 1 (Capabilhy A-C) meets its corresponding acceptance criteria as described in
Appendix 2 of this Agreement and shaii notify SpaceX of NASA's acceptance or nonacceptance. Any disagreement between NASA and SpaceX about the successful
accomplishment of a milestone shall be deemed a Dispute and resolved in accordance
with Article 19 of this Agreement.
(2) SpaceX shall submit a written invoice requesting payment from NASA upon
notification of acceptance by NASA of each milestone, as identified and described in
Appendix 2 of this Agreement. SpaceX shall submit an original and one (1) copy of all
invoices to the NASA Administrative Contact listed in this Agreement for review. After
receipt and review of the invoice, the NASA Administrative Contact will prepare a
written determination of milestone completion and authorize payment. With the
exception of Milestone 1 (Capability A-C), payments shall be made by NASA within 30
calendar days of invoice submission. Payment for Milestone 1 shall be made within 15
calendar days. Subject to change only through written Agreement modification, payment
shall be made by NASA via electronic funds transfer to the address set forth below:

(3) The following information shall be included on each SpaceX invoice to NASA:
(a). Agreement Number;
(b). Invoice Number;
(c). A description of milestone event;
(d). Terms of Payment;
(e). Payment Office; and
(f). Amount of the fixed contribution claimed
(4) Financial Records and Reports: Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement,
SpaceX's relevant financial records associated with this Agreement shall not be subject to
exanlination or audit by NASA.
(5) Comptroller General Access to Records: The Comptroller General, at its
discretion and pursuant to applicable regulations and policies, shall have access to and the
fight to examine records of any Party to the Agreement or any entity that participates in
the performance of this Agreement that directly pertain to and involve transactions
relating to, the Agreement for a period of three (3) years after the Government makes the
final milestone payment under this Agreement. This paragraph only applies to any record
+*._ ; .....
_,1 Or ma11._aln_d
',-* ; _ m
; th__ ordin_y -,_se of busines_ or pursuant to a provision
of law. The terms of this paragraph shall be included in any subcontracts or other
arrangements valued in excess of $5,000,000.00 that SpaceX has or may enter into
related to the execution of the milestone events in this Agreement.
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ARTICLE 6. DISSEMINATION

OF PUBLIC INFORMATION

A.
NASA or SpaceX may, consistent with Federal law and this Agreement, release
general information regarding its participation in this Agreement as desired. SpaceX
agrees that all press releases resulting from activities conducted under this Agreement
shall be provided to NASA for review and approval by the NASA JSC Director of Public
Affairs prior to release. Such approval shall not be unreasonably withheld by NASA.
B.
SpaceX agrees that the words, "National Aeronautics and Space Administration,"
or the letters "NASA" will not be used in connection with a SpaceX product or service in
a manner reasonably calculated to convey any impression that such product or service has
the authorization, support, sponsorship, or endorsement of NASA, which does not, in
fact, exist. In addition, SpaceX agrees that any proposed use of the NASA name or
initials shaI1 be submitted by SpaceX in advance to the NASA Administrative Contact,
who will submit the proposed use to the JSC Director of Public Affairs for review and
approval. Such approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. Use of NASA
emblems/devices (i.e., NASA Seal, NASA Insignia, NASA logotype, NASA Program
Identifiers, and the NASA Flag) is governed by 14 C.F.R. Part 1221. SpaceX agrees that
any proposed use of Such emblems/devices shall be submitted in advance to the NASA
Administrative Contact, who will submit the proposed use the NASA JSC Director of
Public Affairs for review and approval in accordance with such regulations.
C.
NASA does not endorse or sponsor any commercial product, service, or activity.
NASA's participation in this Agreement and/or the supply of goods (i.e., equipment,
facilities, technical information) and services under this Agreement does not constitute
endorsement by NASA. SpaceX agrees that nothing in this Agreement will be construed
to imply that NASA authorizes, supports, endorses, or sponsors any product or service of
SpaceX resulting from activities conducted under this Agreement, regardless of the fact
that such product or service may employ NASA-developed technology.
ARTICLE 7. NASA FURNISHED INFORMATION AND SERVICES
A.
NASA may, at its discretion, make a determination to provide Government
Furnished Property or Services and associated tech-nical expertise to facilitate proximity
operations, specifically autonomous rendezvous and docking, with the International
Space Station. If NASA determines that such property and services are required, the
Parties will modify this Agreement to add a description of NASA responsibilities.
B.
There is no Government Furnished Property or Services furnished under this
Agreement except for those t_b.atmay be provided in d,_rticle7.A. However, SpaceX has
the ability to enter into separate Space Act agreements with NASA Centers to use NASA
resources in performance of this Agreement. The terms and conditions of other Space
Act agreements wiii govern the use of NASA resources not being provided under this
Agreement. With each of its subcontractors or partners, including NASA Centers,
SpaceX will be responsible for ensuring timely, accurate work, and replacing such
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subcontractors or parmers, where necessary and appropriate and at the discretion of
SpaceX, in order to meet milestones.
ARTICLE 8. NONEXCLUSIVITY
This Agreement is not exclusive; accordingly, NASA may enter into similar agreements
for the same or similar purpose with other U.S. private or public entities.
ARTICLE 9: pARTICIPANT

ANNUAL CERTIFICATIONS

SpaceX shall annually certify the following to the COTS Administrative Contact:
A.

Neither SpaceX nor any of its subcontractors nor partners are presently debarred,
suspended, proposed for debarment, or otherwise declared ineligible for award of
flmding by any Federal agency;

B.

Neither SpaceX nor any of its subcontractors nor parmers have been convicted or
had a civil judgment rendered against them within the last three (3) years for fraud
in obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a Government contract;

C.

SpaceX and any of its subcontractors or partners receiving $100,000 or more in
NASA funding for Work performed under this Agreement must certify that they
have not used any appropriated fimds for lobbying purposes prohibited by 31
U.S.C. 1352; and

D.

SpaceX is an eligible participant as defined in Section 4.2 of the COTS
announcement.
ARTICLE 10. LIABILITY AND RISK OF LOSS

A. FAA license(s) or permit(s), including cross-waivers and insurance requirements, for
COTS demonstrations conducted by SpaceX under this Agreement will govern the
allocation of risks and liability of the U.S. government - including NASA - and SpaceX.
To the extent the FAA license(s) or permit(s) do not apply tO activities ,under this
Agreement, the following cross-waiver will apply. Under no circumstances will NASA
be liable for indemnification of third-party claims.
(1) Purpose: The objective of this Article is to establish a cross-waiver of liability by
the Parties and their related entities in the interest of encouraging participation in the
exploration, exploitation, and use of outer space through the COTS demonstrations.
(2) For the purposes of this Article:
(a) The.te__rm"Partner State" includes each contracting party for which the
Agreement Among The Government of Canada, Governments of Member States of the
European Space Agency, the Government of Japan, the Government of the Russian
Federation, and the Government of the United States of America Conce,_'_SngCooperation
on the Civil International Space Station (ISS) (signed January 29, 1998; hereinafter the
"lmtergovernmental Agreement" or "IGA") has entered into force or become operative
(pursuant to Sections 25 and 26, respectively, of the lntergovemmental Agreement), or
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any successor agreement. A Partner State includes its Cooperating Agency. it also
includes any entity specified in the MOU between NASA and the Government of Japan
to assist the Government of Japan's Cooperating Agency in the implementation of that
MOU.
(b) The term "related entity" means:
(i) a contractor or subcontractor of a Party or a Partner State at any tier;
(ii) a user or customer of a Party or a Partner State at any tier; or
(iii) a contractor or subcontractor of a user or customer of a Party or a Partner
State at any tier.
(c) The term "damage" means:
(i) bodily injury to, or other impairment of health of, or death of, any person;
(ii) damage to, loss of, or loss of use of any property;
(iii) loss of revenue or profits; or
(iv) other direct, indirect or consequential damage.
(d) The term "launch vehicle" means an object or any part thereof intended for
launch, launched from Earth, or returning to Earth which carries payloads or persons, or
both.
(e) The term "Party" means a Party to this Agreement.
(f) The term "payload" means all property to be flown or used on or in a launch
vehicle or the ISS.
(g) The term "Protected Space Operations" means all launch vehicle activities,
ISS activities, and payload activities on Earth, ha outer space, or in transit between Earth
and outer space in implementation of the IGA, MOUs concluded pursuant to the IGA,
and implementing arrangements. It includes, but is not limited to:
(i) research, design, development, test, manufacture, assembly, integration,
operation, or use of launch or transfer vehicles, the ISS, or a payload, as well as related
support equipment and facilities and services; and
(ii) all activities related to ground support, test, training, simulation, or
guidance and control equipment and related facilities or services.
"Protected Space Operations" also includes all activities related to evolution of the ISS,
as provided for in Article 14 of the IGA. "Protected Space Operations" excludes
activities on Earth which are conducted on return from the ISS to develop fLtrther a
payload's product or process for use other than for ISS related activities in
implementation of the IGA.
(3) Cross Waiver of Liability
(a) Each Party agrees to a cross-waiver of liability pursuant to which each Party
waives all claims against any of the entities or persons listed in subsections (3)(a)(i)
through (3)(a)(iv) below based on any damage arising out of Protected Space Operations.
This cross-waiver shall apply only if the person, entity, or property causing the damage is
involved in Protected Space Operations and the person, entity, or property damaged is
damaged by v_ue of its involvement _mProtected Space Operations. The cross-waiver
shall apply to any claims for damage, whatever the legal basis for such claims against:
(i) another Party;
(ii) a Partner State other than the United States of America;
(iii) a related entity of any entity identified in subparagraphs (3)(a)(i) or
(3)(a)(ii) above;
i%0
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(iv) the employees of any of the entities identified in subsections (3)(a)(i)
through (3)(a)(iii) above.
(b) In addition, each Party shall, by contract or otherwise, extend the crosswaiver of liability as set forth in subsection (3)(a) above to its related entities by requiring
them to:
(i) waive all claims against the entities or persons identified in subsections
(3)(a)(i) through (3)(a)(iv) above; and
(ii) require that their related entities waive all claims against the entities or
persons identified in subsections (3)(a)(i) through (3)(a)(iv) above.
(c) For avoidance of doubt, this cross-waiver of liability includes a cross-waiver
of liability arising from the Convention on International Liability for Damage Caused by
Space Objects (which entered into force on September i, i972), where the person, entity,
or property causing the damage is involved in Protected Space Operations and the person,
entity, or property damaged is damaged by virtue of its involvement in Protected Space
Operations.
(d) Notwithstanding the other provisions of this section, this cross-waiver of
liability shall not be applicable to:
(i) claims between a Party and its related entities or between its related
entities;
(ii) claims made by a natural person, his/her estate, survivors or subrogees
(except when a natural person or subrogee is a Party to this Agreement or is otherwise
bound by the terms of this cross-waiver) for bodily injury to, or other impairment of
health of, or death of such natural person;
(iii) claims for damage caused by willful misconduct;
(iv) intellectual property claims;
(v) claims for damage resulting from a failure of a Party to extend the crosswaiver of liability to its related entities, pursuant to subsection (a) and (b), above;
(vi) claims by or against a Party arising out of the other Party's failure to
meet its contractual obligations as set forth in the Agreement.
(e) Nothing in this section shall be consh'ued to create the basis for a claim or
suit where none would otherwise exist.
(f) This cross-waiver shall not be applicable when the Commercial Space Launch
Act cross-waiver (49 U.S.C. 70101 et seq) is applicable.
ARTICLE 11. LIMITATION ON PAYMENTS TO INFLUENCE CERTAi2"4
FEDERAL TRANSACTIONS
SpaceX shall not use any fimds provided under this Agreement to pay any person for
influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member
of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of
Congress in connection with any of the following covered Federal actions: the awarding
of any Federal contract; the making of any Federal grant; the making of any Federal loan;
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the entering into of any cooperative agreement; or the modification of any Federal
contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement.
ARTICLE 12. INTFJ.I .F,CTU_a_LPROPERTY AND DATA RIGHTS - RIGHTS IN
DATA
A.

General
(1) "Related Entity" as used in this Article, means a contractor, subcontractor,
grantee, or other entity having a legal relationship with NASA or SpaceX that is assigned,
tasked, or contracted with to perform specified NASA or SpaceX activities under this
Aareement.
(2) "Data" as used in this Agreement, means recorded information, regardiess of
form, the media on which it may be recorded, or the method of recording. The term
includes, but is not limited to, data of a scientific or technical nature, software and
documentation thereof, and data comprising commercial and financial information.
(3) "Proprietary Data" as used in this Agreement, means Data embodying trade
secrets or comprising commercial or financial information that is privileged or
confidential.
(4) The Data fights set forth herein are applicable to employees of SpaceX and
employees of any Related Entity of SpaceX. SpaceX shall ensure that its emplo?iees and
employees of any Related Entity that perform SpaceX activities under this Agreement are
aware of the obligations under this Article and that all such employees are bound to such
obligations.
(5) Data exchanged between NASA and SpaceX under this Agreement will be
exchanged without restriction as to its disclosure, use, or duplication, except as otherwise
provided in this Article.
(6) No preexisting Proprietary Data will be exchanged between the parties under this
Agreement unless specifically authorized in this Article or in writii_g by the owner of the
Proprietary D ata.
(7) Certain Data exchanged by the Parties may be deemed by a Party to be
privileged, confidential, or otherwise not subject to fin-ther dissemination, which Data
must be clearly marked with a restrictive notice. In the event that Data exchanged
between NASA and SpaceX includes a restrictive notice that NASA or SpaceX deems to
be ambiguous or unauthorized, NASA or SpaceX shall inform the other Party of such
condition. Notwithstanding such a restrictive notice, as long as such notice provides an
indication that a restriction on use or disclosure was intended, the Party receiving such
Data will treat the Data pursuant to the requirements of this Article unless otherwise
directed in writing by the Party providing such Data.
(8) Notwithstanding any restriction on use, disclosure, or reproduction of Data
provided in this clause, the Parties wkll not be restricted in the use, disclosure, or
reproduction of Data provided under tbAsAgreement _at: (a) is publicly available at the
time of disclosure or thereafter becomes publicly available without breach of this
Agreement; (b) is known to, in the possession of, or developed by the receiving party
independent of carrying out the receiving party's responsibiiities under this Agreement
and independent of any disclosure of, or without reference to, Proprietary Data or
otherwise protectable Data hereunder; (c) is received from a third party having the right
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to disclose such information without restriction; or (d) is required to be produced by the
receiving party pursuant to a court order or other legal requirement.
(9) If either NASA or SpaceX believes that any of the events or conditions that
remove restriction on the use, disclosure, or reproduction of the Data apply, NASA or
SpaceX will promptly notify the other party of such belief prior to acting on such belief,
and, in any event, WiLlnotify the other party prior to an unrestricted use, disclosure, or
reproduction of such Data.
(10) Disclaimer of Liability: Notwithstanding any restriction on use, disclosure, or
reproduction of Data provided in this Article, NASA wilt not be restricted in, nor incur
any liability for, the use, disclosure, or reproduction of any Data not identified with a
suitable restrictive notice in accordance with paragraphs B and G of this Article or of any
Data included in Data which SpaceX has furnished, or is required to furnish to the U.S.
Government without restriction on disclosure and use.
(11) When disclosing Data to NASA, SpaceX shall use the same or a similar
restrictive notice required by paragraphs B and G of this Article. With respect to
Proprietary Data, in addition to identifying with a restrictive notice as required by
paragraphs B and G of this Article, SpaceX shall mark each page containing Proprietary
Data with the following, or a similar, legend; "PROPRIETARY DATA - use and
disclose only in accordance with notice on title or cover page" and provide the following,
or a similar, notice on a cover page accompanying the Proprietary Data:
Proprietary Data Notice
These data herein include <enter as applicable: "Background Data" or
"Data First Produced by Participant under a Space Act Agreement"> in
accordance with the Data Rights provisions under Space Act Agreement
<provide applicable identifying information> and embody Proprietary
Data. In accordance with the Space Act Agreement, NASA shall use
reasonable efforts to maintain the data in confidence and !imit use,
disclosure, and reproduction by NASA and any Related Entity of NASA
(under suitable protective conditions) in accordance with restrictions
identified in the Space Act Agreement <may list specific restrictions
listed in the Agreement>.
(12) NASA obtains no rights in pre-existing Data Orpre-existing Inventions,
except for Inventions made under this Agreement, provided such Data or
Inventions are identified with a suitable restrictive notice.
B.

Data First Produced by SpaceX under this Agreement
(1) Data first produced by SpaceX in carrying out SpaceX's responsibilities under •
this Agreement, including but not limited to technical data related to Inventions made
- -_ *_-;-A._,_o_,._._.*-- :11 _;°_-_
N Ac Aupon request and such Data will _-'_
disclosed and used by NASA and any Related Entity of NASA (under suitable protective
conditions) during the term of this Agreement exclusively for evaluating SpaceX's
performance under this Agreement. K SpaceX considers any such Data to be Proprietary
Data, and such Data is identified with a suitable restrictive notice, NASA shall use
reasonable efforts to maintain the Data in confidence.
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(2) Upon completion by SpaceX and acceptance by NASA of all milestones under
this Agreement, NASA shall not assert rights in such Data or use such Data for amy
purpose except that NASA shall retain the right to: (1) maintain a copy of such Data for
archival pro-poses; and (2) use or disclose such archived Data by or on behalf of NASA
exclusively for Government purposes, but only in the event the NASA determines that:
(a) Such action is necessary because SpaceX, its assignee, or other successor has
not taken, or is not expected to take within a reasonable time, effective steps to achieve
practical application of Inventions or software related to such Data;
(b) Such action is necessary because SpaceX, its assignee, or other successor,
having achieved practical application of Inventions or software related to such Data, has
failed to maintain practical application of such Inventions;
(c) Such ac;ion is necessary because SpaceX, its assignee, or other successor has
discontinued making the benefits of Inventions or software related to such Data available
to the public or to the Federal Government;
(d) Such action is necessary to alleviate health or safety needs which are not
reasonably satisfied by SpaceX, its assignee, or other successor; or
(e) Such action is necessary to meet requirements for public use specified by
Federal regulations and such requirements are not reasonably satisfied by SpaceX, its
assignee, or successor.
(3) In the event NASA terminates this Agreement in accordance with Article 17.B.,
Termination for Failure to Perform, NASA shall have the right to use or disclose Data
first produced by SpaceX in carrying out SpaceX's responsibilities under this Agreement
exclusively for Government purposes.
(4) The Parties shall negotiate rights in Data in the event of termination for any
reason other than Termination for Failure to Perform (Article 17B).
C.

Data First Produced by NASA under this Agreement
(1) Regarding Data first produced by NASA (or any Related Entity of NASA) in
carrying out NASA responsibilities under this Agreement that would be Proprietary Data
if it had been obtained from SpaceX, such Data will be appropriately marked with a
restrictive notice and maintained in confidence for the duration of this Agreement, with
the express understanding that during the aforesaid restricted period such Data may be
disclosed and used by NASA and any Related Entity of NASA (under suitable protective
conditions) only for carrying out NASA responsibilities under this Agreement.
(2) Upon a completion by SpaceX and acceptance by NASA of all milestones under
this Agreement, NASA shall not use such Data for any purpose except that NASA shall
retain the right to: (1) maintain a copy of such Data for archival purposes; and (2) use or
disclose such archived Data by or behalf of the NASA for Government purposes in the
event the NASA determines that:
(a) Such action is necessary because SpaceX, its assignee, or other successor has
tea_ w_,_m _ reasonable *_ o effective stens to achieve
practical application of Inventions or software related to such Data_
(b) Such action is necessary because SpaceX, its assignee, or other successor,
having achieved practical application of Inventions or software reiated to such Data, has
failed to maintaIn practical application of such Inventions;
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(c) Such action is necessary because SpaceX, its assignee, or other successor has
discontinued making the benefits of Inventions or software related to such Data available
to the public or to the Federal Government;
(d) Such action is necessary to alleviate health or safety needs which are not
reasonably satisfied by SpaceX, its assignee, or other successor; or
(e) Such action is necessary to meet requirements for public use specified by
Federal regulations and such requirements are not reasonably satisfied by SpaceX, its
assignee, or successor.
(3) In the event NASA terminates this Agreement in accordance with Article 17.B.,
Termination for Failure to Perform, NASA shall have the right to use or disclose Data
first produced by NASA in carrying out NASA's responsibilities under this Agreement
for Government purposes.
(4) The Parties shall negotiate rights in Data in the event of termination for any
reason other than Termination for Failure to Perform (Article 17B).
D.

Publication of Results
(1) Recognizing that section 203 of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958
(42 U.S.C. § 2473), as amended, requires NASA to provide for the widest practicable and
appropriate dissemination of information concerning its activities and the results thereof,
and that the dissemination of the results of NASA activities is one of the considerations
for this Agreement, NASA will coordinate proposed publication of results relating to the
COTS Project or the Demonstrations with SpaceX in a manner that allows SpaceX a
reasonable amount of time to review and comment on proposed publications.
(2) Consistent with other obligations in this Article, NASA agrees that it will not
publish any results without first receiving written permission from SpaceX.
E.
Data Disclosing an Invention
In the event Data exchanged between NASA and SpaceX discloses an Invention for
which patent protection is being considered, the furnishing party specifically identifies
such Data, and the disclosure and use of such Data is not otherwise limited or restricted
herein, the receiving party agrees to withhold such Data from punic disclosure for a
reasonable time (presumed to be two (2) years) unless mutually agreed otherwise,in order
for patent protectio n to be obtained.
F.
Data Subject to Export Control
Technical data, whether or not specifically identified or marked, that is subject to the
export laws and regulations of the United States and that is provided to SpaceX under this
Agreement will be treated as such, and will not be further provided to any foreign persons
or transmitted outside the United States without proper U.S. Government authorization,
where required.
G.

Background Data
(1) In the event SpaceX furnishes NASA with Data developed at private expense that
existed prior to, or was produced outside of, this Agreement, and such Data embody
Proprietary Data, and such Data is so identified with a suitable restrictive notice, NASA
w911usereasonable efforts to maintain the Data in confidence and such Data wilt be
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disclosed and used by NASA and any Related Entity of NASA (under stcitabie protective
conditions) only for evaluating SpaceX's performance under this Agreement. Upon
completion of activities under this Agreement, such Data will be disposed of in the
manner requested by SpaceX.
(2) At the time of execution of this Agreement, the Parties agree that the following
Background Data embodies Proprietary Data that will be provided to NASA: The Parties
agree that within 30 days of execution by NASA of this Agreement, Space X may
provide NASA with a list of Background Data that embodies Proprietary Data, and
NASA shall have 60 days following such delivery to object to such designation. Absent
objection by NASA, such date shall constitute Background Data. With respect to Data
that NASA objects to being considered Background Data, the Parties will attempt to
agree upon the portion of such Data, if any, that constitutes Background Data. All
Background Data shall be appropriately marked as Proprietary Data.
H.

Handling of Data
(1) In the performance of this Agreement, SpaceX and any Related Entity of SpaceX
may have access to, be famished with, or use the following categories of Data:
(a) Proprietary Data of third parties that the U.S. Government has agreed to
handte under protective arrangements; and/or
(b) U.S. Government Data, the use and dissemination of which, the U.S.
Government intends to control.
(2) Data provided by the U.S. Government under the Agreement
(a) At the time of execution of this Agreement, the Parties agree that the
following Proprietary Data of third parties will be provided to SpaceX with the express
understanding that SpaceX will use and protect such Data in accordance with this Article:
The Parties agree that within 30 days of execution by NASA of this Agreement, Space X
may provide NASA with a list of Proprietary Data of third parties that will be provided to
SpaceX, and NASA shall have 60 days following such delivery to consider such
designation.
(b) At the time of execution of this Agreement, the Parties agree that the
following U.S. Government Data will be provided to SpaceX with the express
understanding that SpaceX wilt use and protect such U.S. Government Data in
accordance with this Article: The Parties agree that within 30 days of execution by
NASA of this Agreement, Space X may provide NASA with a list of U.S. Government
Data that will be provided to SpaceX, and NASA shall have 60 days following such
delivery to consider such designation.
(c) At the time of execution of this Agreement, the Parties agree that the
following software and related Data will be provided to SpaceX under a separate
Software Usage Agreement with the express understanding that SpaceX will use and
protect such related Data in accordance with this Article. Unless SpaceX has entered into
a license, consistent with 37 C.F.R. P_ 404, for software provided under this
Agreement, upon completion of activities under this Agreement, such related Data wRl be
disposed of as instructed by NASA: The Parties agree that within 30 days of execution by
NASA of this Agreement, Space X may provide NASA with a list of software and related
Data to be provided to SpaceX under a separate Software Usage Agreement, and NASA
shall have 60 days following such delivery to consider such designation.
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(3) With respect to such Data specifically identified in this Agreement or specificaiiy
marked with a restrictive notice, SpaceX agrees to:
(a) Use, disclose, or reproduce such Data only to the extent necessary to perform
the work required under this Agreement;
Co) Safeguard such Data from unauthorized use and disclosure;
(c) Allow access to such Data only to its employees and any Related Entity that
require access for their performance under this Ageement;
(d) Except as otherwise indicated in (3)(c) above, preclude access and disclosure
of such Data outside SpaceX's organization;
(e) Notify its employees who may require access to such Data about the
obligations under this Article, obtain written affirmation from all such employees that
they have received such notification, administer a monitoring process to ensure tha_ such
employees comply with such obligations, and ensure that any Related Entity performs the
same functions with respect to its employees; and
(f) Return or dispose of such Data, as NASA may direct, when the Data is no
longer needed for performance under this Agreement.
I.
Oral and visual information
K information that SpaceX considers to be Proprietary Data is disclosed orally or visually
to NASA, NASA will have no duty to limit or restrict, and will not incur any liability for,
any disclosure or use of such information unless: (1) SpaceX orally informs NASA
before or at the time of disclosure that such information is considered to be Proprietary
Data; and (2) SpaceX reduces such information to tangible, recorded form that is
identified and marked with a suitable restrictive notice as required by para_aphs B and G
above and flzrnishes the resulting Data to NASA within 10 days after such oral or visual
disclosure.
ARTICLE 13. tNTE1,1 ,F.CTUAL PROPERTY AND DATA RIGHTS - hNVENTION
AND PATENT RIGHTS
NASA obtains no rights in pre-existing Data or pre-existing Inventions, except for
Inventions made under this Agreement, provided such Data or Inventions are identified
with a suitable restrictive notice.
A.

Definitions
(1) "Administrator," as used in this Article, means the Administrator of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) or duty authorized representative.
(2) "Patent Representative" as used in this Article means the NASA Johnson Space
Center Patent Counsel. Correspondence with the Patent Representative under this clause
will be sent to the address below:
Patent Counsel
NASA Johnson Space Center
Maii Code AL
2101 NASA Parkway
Houston, TX 77058
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(3) "Invention," as used in this Agreement, means any innovation or discovery that is
or may be patentable or otherwise protectable under title 35 of the U.S.C.
(4) "Made," as used in this Ageement in relation to any Invention, means the
conception or first actual reduction to practice of such Invention.
(5) "Practical application," as used in this Agreement, means to manufacture, in the
case of a composition or product; to practice, in the case of a process or method; or to
operate, in case of a machine or system; and, in each case, under such conditions as to
establish that the Invention, software, or related Data is being utilized and that its benefits
are, to the extent permitted by law or Government regulations, available to the public or
to the Federal Government on reasonable terms.
(6) "Related Entity" as used in this Article, means a contractor, subcontractor,
grantee, or other entity having a legal relationship with NASA or SpaceX that is assigned,
tasked, or contracted with to perform specified NASA or SpaceX activities under this
Agreement.
B.

Allocation of principal fights
(1) Presumption of title
(a) Any Invention made under this Agreement shall be presumed to have been
made in the manner specified in paragraph (1) or (2) of section 305(a) (42 U.S.C. §
2457(a)) of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 (hereinafter called "the
Act"), and the above presumption shall be conclusive unless at the time of reporting such
Invention SpaceX submits to the Patent Representative a written statement, containing
supporting details, demonstrating that the Invention was not made in the manner
specified in paragraph (1) or (2) of section 305(a) of the Act.
(b) Regardless of whether title to such an Invention would otherwise be subject to
an advance waiver or is the subject of a petition for waiver as described in paragraph
B.(3) and paragraph I of this Article, SpaceX may nevertheless file the statement
described in paragraph B.(1)(a) of this Article. The Administrator (or his designee) will
review the information furnished by SpaceX in any such statement and any other
available information relating to the circumstances surrounding the making of the
Invention andwill notify SpaceX whether the Administrator has determined that the
Invention was made in the manner specified in paragraph (1) or (2) of section 305(a) of
the Act.
(2) Property rights in Inventions. Each Invention made under this Agreement for
which the presumption of paragraph B.(1)(a) of this clause is conclusive or for which
there has been a determination that it was made in the manner specified in paragraph (1)
or (2) of section 305(a) ofthe Act shall be the exclusive property of the United States as
represented by the Administrator of NASA unless the Administrator waives all or any
part of the rights of the United States to SpaceX's Invention, as provided in paragraph
B.(3) of this clause.
(3) Waiver of rights.
(a) The NASA Patent Waiver Regulations, 14 C.F.R. Part 1245, Subpart 1, have
adopted the Presidential Memorandum on Government Patent Policy of February 18,
1983, as a guide in acting on petitions (requests) for waiver of rights to any invention or
class of Inventions made or that may be made in the manner specified in paragraph (1) or
(2) of Section 305(a) of the Act.
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(b) NASA has determined that to stimulate and support the capabiiity of a Un/ted
States commercial provider to provide space and orbital transportation services to the
public and the Federal Government, the interest of the United States would be served by
waiving to SpaceX, in accordance with provisions of 14 C.F.R. Part 1245, Subpart 1,
rights to Inventions made by SpaceX in the performance of work under this Agreement.
Therefore, upon petition submitted by SpaceX, as provided in 14 C.F.R. Part 1245,
Subpart !, either prior to execution of the Agreement or within 30 days after execution of
the Agreement, for advance waiver of rights to any or all of the Inventions that may be
made under this Agreement, NASA agrees to waive such rights to SpaceX. If such a
petition is not submitted, Space){ may petition for waiver of rights to an identified
Invention within eight months of first disclosure of Invention in accordance with
paragraph E.(2) of this clause or within such longer period as may be authorized in
accordance with 14 CFR 1245.105. Further procedures are provided in paragraph I of
this Article.
C.

Minimum rights reserved by the Government
(1) With respect to each SpaceX Invention made under this Agreement for which a
waiver of rights is applicable in accordance with 14 C.F.R. Part 1245, Subpart 1, the
Government reserves:
(a) An irrevocable, royalty-free license for the practice of such Invention
throughout the wortd by or on behalf of the United States or any foreign government in
accordance with any treaty or agreement with the United States; and
(b) Such other March-in rights as given in Paragraph H below.
(2) NASA will not exercise the government purpose license reserved in paragraph
C.(1)(a) during the term of this Agreement.
(3) Upon a completion and acceptance of all milestunes tinder this Agreement,
NASA will refrain from exercising the government purpose license reserved in paragraph
C.(1)(a) until December 31, 2020.
(4) Nothing contained in this paragraph shall be considered to grant to the
Government any rights with respect to any Invention other than an Invention made under
this Agreement.
D.

Minimum rights to SpaceX
(1) SpaceX is hereby granted a revocable, nonexclusive, royalty-free license in each
patent application filed in any country on an Invention made by SpaceX urider this
Agreement and any resulting patent in which the Government acquires title, unless
SpaceX fails to disclose such Invention within the times specified in paragraph E.(2) of
this clause. SpaceX's license extends to its domestic subsidiaries and affiliates, ff any,
within the corporate structure of which SpaceX is a party and includes the fight to grant
sublicenses of the same scope to the extent SpaceX was legally obligated to do so at the
_iiii,_,
t il_., Ae ......
._,_=
_.=
_,_ awarded. _-_ _;....
" ..... f_h_ only with the ,_ ....
the Administrator except when transferred to the successor of that part of SpaceX's
business to which the Invention pertains.
(2) SpaceX's domestic license may be revoked or modified by the Administrator to
the extent necessary to achieve expeditious practical application of such Invention
pursuant to an application for an exclusive license submitted in accordance with 37
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C.F.R. Part 404, Licensing of Government Owned inventions. This license wiil not be
revoked in that fieid of use or the geographical areas in which SpaceX has achieved
practical application and continues to make the benefits of the invention reasonably
accessible to the public. The license in any foreign cotmtry may be revoked or modified
at the discretion of the Administrator to the extent SpaceX, its licensees, or its domestic
subsidiaries or affiliates have failed to achieve practical application in that foreigla
country.

(3) Before revocation or modification of the license, SpaceX will be provided a
written notice of the Administrator's intention to revoke or modify the license, and
SpaceX will be allowed 30 days (or such other time as may be authorized by the
Administrator for good cause shown by SpaceX) after the notice to show cause why the
license should not be revoked or modified. SpaceX has the right to appeal, in accordance
with 14 C.F.R. 1245.112, any decision concerning the revocation or modification of its
license.
E.

Invention identification, disclosures, and reports
(1) SpaceX shall establish arid maintain active and effective procedures to assure that
Inventions made under this Agreement are promptly identified and disclosed to SpaceX
personnel responsible for the administration of this clause within six months of
conception and/or first actual reduction to practice, whichever occurs first in the
performance of work under this Agreement. These procedures shall include the
maintenance of laboratory notebooks or equivalent records and other records as are
reasonably necessary to document the conception and/or the first actual reduction to
practice of such Inventions, and records that show that the procedures for identifying and
disclosing such Inventions are followed. Upon request, SpaceX shall furnish the Patent
Representative a description of such procedures for evaluation and for determination as to
their effectiveness.
(2) SpaceX will disclose each such Invention to the Patent Representative within two
months after the inventor discloses it in writing to SpaceX personnel responsible for the
administration of this clause or, if earlier, within six months after SpaceX becomes aware
that such an Invention has been made, but in any event before any on sale, public use, or
publication of such Invention known to SpaceX. SpaceX shall use the NASA electronic
New Technology Reporting system (eNTRe), accessible at http://invention.nasa._ov, to
disclose Inventions to the Patent Representative. The Invention disclosure shall identify
this Agreement and shall be sufficiently complete in technical detail to convey a clear
understanding, to the extent known at the time of the disclosure, of the nature, pro-pose,
operation, and physical, chemical, biological, or electrical characteristics of the
Invention. The disclosure shall also identify any publication, on sale, or public use of any
such Invention and whether a manuscript describing such Invention has been submitted
for publication and, if so, whether it has been accepted for publication at the time of
disclosure, in addkion, after disclosure to NASA, SpaceX shallUpromptly notify NASA
of the acceptance of any manuscript describing such an Invention for publication or of
any on sale or public use planned by SpaceX for such Invention.
(3) SpaceX shall flsrnish the Patent Representative the following:
(a) Interim reports every 12 months (or such longer period as may be specified by
the Patent Representative) from the date of the Agreement, listing Inventions made under
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this Agreement during that period, and certifying that all such Inventions have been
disclosed (or that there are no such Inventions) and that the procedures required by
paragraph E.(2) of this clause have been followed.
Co) A final report, within three months after completion of the work, listing all
Inventions made under this Agreement or certifying that there were no such Inventions,
and listing all subcontracts or other agreements with a Related Entity containing a patent
and Invention fights clause (as required under paragraph G of this clause) or certifying
that there were no such subcontracts or other agreements.
(c) Interim and final reports shall be submitted electronically at the eNTRe Website: http ://invention.nas a. _ov.
(4) SpaceX agrees, upon written request of the Patent Representative, to _-nish
additional technical and other information available to SpaceX as is necessary for the
preparation of a patent application on an Invention made under this Agreement in which
the Government retains title and for the prosecution of the patent application, and to
execute all papers necessary to file patent applications on such Inventions and to establish
the Government's rights in the Inventions, where applicable.
(5) protection of reported Inventions. When Inventions made under this Agreement
are reported and disclosed to NASA in accordance with the provisions of this Article,
NASA agrees to withhold such reports or disclosures from public access for a reasonable
time (presumed to be two (2) years unless otherwise mutually agreed) in order to
facilitate the allocation and establishment of the Invention and patent rights under these
provisions.
F.

Examination of records relating to Inventions
(1) The Patent Representative'or designee shall have the right to examine any books
(including laboratory notebooks), records, and documents of SpaceX relating to the
conception or first actual reduction to practice of inventions in the same field of
technology as the work under this Agreement to determine whether:
(a) Any such Inventions were made in performance of this Agreement;
Co) SpaceX has established and maintained the procedures required by paragraph
E.(1) of this clause; and
(c) SpaceX and its inventors have complied with the procedures.
(2) K the Patent Representative learns of an unreported SpaceX Invention that the
Patent Representative believes may have been made under this Agreement, SpaceX may
be required to disclose the Invention to NASA for a determination of ownership rights.
(3) Any examination of records under this paragraph will be subject to appropriate
conditions to protect the confidentiality of the information involved.
G.

Subcontracts or Other Agreements
(1)(a) Unless otherwise authorized or directed by the Patent Representative, SpaceX
shall include this lztvenuon aria t'awnr Nzgtz_s Ax-z?elelsuImmy moaffiea to xue_y:_
_.:a. the
parties) in any subcontract or other agreement with a Related Entity hereunder (regardless
of tier) for the performance of expe_mental, developmental, or research work.
(b) In the Invention and Patent Rights Article included in any such subcontract or
other agreement, the following (suitably modified to identify the parties) shall be
substituted for paragraph B(3)(b):
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As provided in 14 C.F.R. Part 1245, Subpart 1, XYZ may petition, either prior to
execution of the Agreement or within 30 days after execution of the Agreement, for
advance waiver of rights to any or all of the Inventions that may be made under this
Agreement. If such a petition is not submitted, or if after submission it is denied,
XYZ may petition for waiver of rights to an identified Invention within eight months
of first disclosure of Invention in accordance with paragraph E.(2) of this Article or
within such longer period as may be authorized in accordance with 14 CFR 1245.105.
Further procedures are provided in paragraph H of this Article.
(c) In the case of subcontracts or other agreements at any tier, NASA, the ReIated
Entity, and SpaceX agree that the mutual obligations of the parties created by this Article
.... +4_._._
_,_,;,,r u_
_.__,._t..,au_.J_
_._-_.+ _._,_.
t_.o_1_o_
_.,_ and sN.A_S
A with respect to those
_,UaOU_LUL_.t
Lj11Y1_]
uv_vv_u
my
_v_
_ixa_j
a
_a
matters covered by this Article.
(2) In the event of a refusal by a prospective Related Entity to accept such a clause,
SpaceX:
(a) Shall promptly submit a written notice to the Patent Representative setting
forth the prospective Related Entity's reasons for such refusal and other pertinent
information that may expedite disposition of the matter; and
(b) Shall not proceed with such subcontract or other agreement without the
written authorization of the Patent Representative.
(3) SpaceX shall promptly notify the Patent Representative in writing upon the award
of any subcontract or other agreement with a Related Entity (at any tier) containing an
Invention and patent fights clause by identifying the Related Entity, the applicable
Invention and patent rights clause, the work to be performed under the subcontract or
other agreement, and the dates of award and estimated completion. Upon request of the
Patent Representative, SpaceX shall furnish a copy of such subcontract or other
agreement, and, no more frequently than annually, a listing of the subcontracts or other
agreements that have been awarded.
(4) In recognition of SpaceX's substantial contribution of funds, facilities and/or
equipment to the work performed under this Agreement, SpaceX is authorized, subject to
the rights of NASA set forth elsewhere in this Article, to:
(a) Acquire by negotiation and mutual agreement rights to an Invention made
under this Agreement by a Related Entity as SpaceX may deem necessary to obtaining
and maintaining of private support; and
(b) Request, in the event of inability to reach agreement pursuant to paragraph
G(4)(a) of this Article, that NASA request that such rights for SpaceX be included as an
additional reservation in a waiver granted pursuant to 14 CFR Part 1245, Subpart 1. Any
such requests to NASA should be prepared in consideration of the following guidance
and submitted to the Patent Representative: Notwithstanding paragraph B.(3)(b ) of this
Article, the Related Entity should be advised that unless it requests a waiver of title
pursuant to the NASA Patent Waiver Regulations (14 C.F.R. Part 1245, Subpart 1),
NASA will acquire title to Inventions made under this Agreement. if a waiver is not
requested or granted, SpaceX may request a license from NASA consistent with the
requirements of 37 CFR Part 404. A Related Enti_ requesting a waiver must follow the
procedures set forth in paragraph I of this Article.
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H.

Mar&-in fights
(1) SpaceX agrees that, with respect to any Invention made under this Ageement in
which it has acquired title, NASA has the right in accordance with the procedures in 37
CFR 401.6 and any supplemental regulations of the agency to require SpaceX, or an
assigne e or exclusive licensee of such an Invention, to grant a nonexcinsive, partially
exclusive, or exclusive license in any field of use to a responsible applicant or applicants,
upon terms that are reasonable under the circumstances. K SpaceX, its assignee, or
exclusive licensee refuses such a request, NASA has the right to unilaterally grant such a
license if the Federal agency determines that:
(a) Such action is necessary because SpaceX, assignee, or exclusive licensee has
not taken, or is not expected to take within a reasonable time, effective steps to achieve
practical application of such Invention in such field of use;
(b) Such action is necessary because SpaceX, assignee, or exclusive licensee,
having achieved practical application of such Invention, has failed to maintain practical
application of such Invention in such field of use;
(c) Such action is necessary because SpaceX, assignee, or exclusive licensee has
discontInued making the benefits of such Invention available to the public or to the
Federal Government;
(d) Such action is necessary to alleviate health or safety needs which are not
reasonably satisfied by SpaceX, assignee, or exclusive licensee; or
(e) Such action is necessary to meet requirements for public use specified by
Federal regulations and such requirements are not reasonably satisfied by SpaceX,
assignee, or exclusive licensee.
I.

Requests for Waiver of Rights
(1) In accordance with the NASA Patent Waiver Regulations, 14 C.F.R. Part 1245,
Subpart 1, waiver of rights to any or all Inventions made or that may be made under this
Agreement may be requested at different time periods. Advance waiver of rights to any
or all such Inventions may be requested prior to the execution of the Agreement, or
within 30 days after execution thereof. In addition, waiver of rights to an identified
Invention made and reported under this Agreement may be requested, even though a
request for an advance waiver was not previously requested or, if previously requested,
was not granted.
(2) Each request for waiver of rights shall be by petition to the Administrator and
shall include an identification of the petitioner; place of business and address; if
petitioner is represented by counsel, the name, address, and telephone number of the
counsel; the signature of the petitioner or authorized representative; and the date of
signattire. No specific forms need be used, but the request should contain a positive
statement that waiver of rights is being requested under the NASA Patent Waiver
Regulations; a clear Indication of whether the request is for an advance waiver or for a
waiver of fights for an individual identified hvention; whether foreign fights are also
requested and, ff so, for which countries, and a citation of the specific section(s) of the
regulations under which such rights are requested; and the name, address, and telephone
number of the party with whom to communicate when the request is acted upon.
(3) All petitions for waiver, whether advanced or individual petitions, will be
submitted to the Patent Representative designated in this Article.
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(4) A Petition submitted in advance of this Agreement will be forwarded by the
Patent Representative, consistent with subsection B.(3)¢D) of this Articie, to the
Inventions and Contributions Board. The Board will consider the petition and where the
Board makes the findings to support the waiver, the Board will recommend to the
Administrator that waiver be granted, and will notify the petitioner and the Patent
Representative of the Administrator's determination. The Patent Representative will be
informed by the Board whenever there is insufficient time or information to permit a
decision to be made on an advance waiver without unduly delaying the execution of the
Agreement. In the event a request for an advanced waiver is not granted or is not decided
upon before execution of the Agreement, the petitioner will be so notified by the Patent
Representative. All other petitions will be processed by the Patent Representative and
forwarded to the Board. The Board shall notify the petitioner of its action and if waiver
is granted, the conditions, reservations, and obligations thereof will be included in the
Instrument of Waiver. Whenever the Board notifies a petitioner of a recommendation
adverse to, or different from, the waiver requested, the petitioner may request
reconsideration under procedures set forth in the NASA Patent Waiver Regulations.
ARTICLE 14. OPTION TO EXERCISE CAPABILITY D
Appendix 2, Milestones and Success Criteria, includes optional milestones regarding
Space X's demonstration of a crew transportation capability. The "Capability D Crew
Transportation Option" milestones are included only as a priced option to this Agreement
and create no obligation for either party to perform unless the option is exercised by
NASA. NASA shall have the exclusive right to exercise this option by providing to
Space X written notification of such an intention from the Associate Administrator of
Exploration Systems or his designee.
ARTICLE 15. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY
Goods (i.e., equipment, facilities, technical information, data, prototypes) and services, if
provided by NASA under this Agreement, are provided "as is" and no warranty related to
availability, title, or suitability for any particular use, nor any implied warranty of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, is provided under this Agreement.
NASA makes no express or implied warranty as to any intellectual property, generated
information, or product made or developed under this Agreement, or that the goods,
services, materials, products, processes, information, or data to be furnished hereunder
will accomplish intended results or are safe for any purpose including the intended
purpose.
SpaceX has not made, nor does it make, any representation or warranty, whether written
or oral, whether express or impIied, including, but not limited to, intellectual property,
generated information, any warranty of design, operation, quality, workmanship,
suitability, result, merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to the
COTS Project, Demonstrations, spacecraft, launch vehicles, launch services, or any
associated equipment and services. Any implied warranties, including warranties of
merchantability and fimess for a particular purpose, are hereby expressly disclaimed.
SpaceX makes no express or imp!ied warranty that the goods, services, materials,
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products, processes, information, or data to be fi.tmished hereunder will accomplish
intended results or are safe for any purpose including the intended purpose.
ARTICLE 16. TERM OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement becomes effective upon the date of the last signature below and shall
remain in effect until the completion of all obligations of both parties hereto, or through
December 31, 2011, whichever comes first.
ARTICLE 17. TERMINATION
A.
Termination by Mutual Consent
This Agreement may be terminated at any time upon mutual written consent of both
Parties.
B.

Termination for Failure to Perform
(1) At its discretion, NASA may terminate this Agreement 30 days after issuance
of a written notification that Space)( has failed to perform under this Agreement by
failing to meet a scheduled milestone, as identified and described in Appendix 2: Before
making such a notification, NASA must consult with SpaceX to ascertain the cause of ±e
failure and determine whether additional efforts are in the best interest of the Parties.
Upon such a notification and determination, NASA will take all rights identified in
Articles 12 and 13 of this agreement.
(2) SpaceX will not be entitled to any additional payments from the Government
due to a termination for failure to meet a milestone. NASA and SpaceX will negotiate in
good faith any other outstanding issues between the Parties. Failure of the Parties to
agree will be resolved pursuant to Article 19, Dispute Resolution. SpaceX shall retain
without liability or obligation of repayment all NASA payments made and received as of
the date of termination.
C.

Unilateral Termination by NASA
(1) NASA may unilaterally terminate this Agreement upon written notice in the
following circumstances: (a) upon a declaration of war by the Congress of the United
States; or (b) upon a declaration of a national emergency by the President of the United
States; or (c) upon a NASA determination, in writing, that NASA is required to terminate
for reasons beyond its control. For purposes of this Article, reasons beyond NASA's
control include, but are not limited to, acts of God or of the public enemy, acts of the U.S.
Government other than NASA, in either its sovereign or contractual capacity (to include
failure of Congress to appropriate sufficient funding), fires, floods, epidemics, quarantine
restrictions, strikes, freight embargoes, or unusually severe weather.
(2) Upon receipt of writte_n_notification that the Government is unilaterally
terminating this Agreement, SpaceX shall immediately stop work under this Agreement
and shall immediately cause any and all of its partners and suppliers to cease work,
except to the extent that SpaceX wishes to pursue these Demonstrations, or similar
projects, exclusively using its own flmding. Upon such a termination, NASA and
SpaceX agree to negotiate in good faith a final settlement payment to be made by NASA.
However, in no instance shall NASA's liability for termination exceed the total amount
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due under the next milestone of this Agreement and is subject to the provisions of Article
5. SpaceX shall retain without liability or obligation of repayment aii NASA payments
made and received as of the date of termination. Failure of the parties to agree wit1 be
resolved pursuant to Article 19, Dispute Resolution.
D.
Limitation on Damages
In the event of any termination by NASA, neither NASA nor SpaceX shall be liable for
any loss of profits, revenue, or any indirect or consequential damages incurred by the
other Party, its contractors, subcontractors, or customers as a result of any termination of
this Agreement. A Party's liability for any damages under this Agreement is limited
solely to direct damages, incurred by the other Party_, as a result of any termination of this
Agreement subject to mitigation of such damages by the complaining party. However, in
no instance shall NASA's liability for termination exceed the total amount due under the
next milestone under this Agreement.
E.
Rights in Property
SpaceX will have title to property acquired or developed by SpaceX and its
contractors/partners with government funding, in whole or in part to conduct the work
specified under this Agreement. In the event of termination of this Agreement for Failure
to Perform, NASA may purchase such property as provided in Article 26 below. Upon
Termination for Failure to Perform, NASA may immediately exercise all rights identified
in Articles 12 and 13.
ARTICLE 18. CONTINUING OBLIGATIONS
The obligations of the parties set forth in the provisions of Articles 10 (Liability and Risk
of Loss) and 12-13 (Intellectual Property and Data Rights) of this Agreement concerning
liability and intellectual property rights shall continue to apply after the expiration or
termination of this Agreement.
ARTICLE 19. DISPUTE RESOLUTION
All disputes concerning questions of fact or law arising under this Agreement shall be
referred by the claimant in writing to the SpaceX Admhmstrative Contact arid the NASA
Administrative Contact, who shall seek to resolve such disputes by mutual agreement. If
they are Unable to resolve the dispute, then the dispute will be referred to the JSC
Commercial Crew Cargo Project Manager and the CEO of SpaceX for joint resolution. If
the parties are still unable to resolve the dispute, the Associate Administrator for
Exploration Systems Mission Directorate, or the Deputy of the Directorate, will seek to
resolve the dispute and, if necessary, issue a written decision that shall be a final Agency
decisio-....Car -_-_I1
pmrooses,_....
_nchldin_iudicia!
review.
Pending resolution of any disputes pursuant to this Article, the Parties agree that
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the direction of the JSC Commercial Crew Cargo Project Manager.
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The Parties agree that this Disputes Resolution procedure shall be the exclusive
procedure followed by the Parties in resolving any dispute arising under, or based on, an
express or implied provision of this Agreement, including an alleged breach.
ARTICLE 20. PRINCIPAL POINTS OF CONTACT
The following persormel are designated as the Administrative
between the parties in the performance of this Agreement.

,,T, e ^ _a.-;.,;,,r,*i,,e

Contact

NASA Administrative Contact
Johnson Space Center
2101 NASA Parkway
Houston, TX 77058
Phone: 281Fax:
E-mail:

NASA Technical Contact
NASA Technical Contact
Johnson Space Center
Mail Stop: QA
2101 NASA Parkway
Houston, TX 77058
Phone: 281Fax:
E-mall:

and Technical Contacts

SpaceX Administrative

Contact

Vice President, Business Development
1310 E. Grand Avenue
E1Segundo, CA 90245
(310) 414-6555.
fax: (310) 414-6552

SpaceX Techmcal Contact
Senior Missio n Manager
1310 E. Grand Avenue
E1 Segundo, CA 90245
(310) 414-6555
Fax: (310)414-6552

ARTICLE 21. MODIFICATION/AMENDMENTS
All modifications and amendments to this Agreement shall be by mutual agreement of
the Parties and shall be executed, in writing, and signed by the signatories to this
Agreement, or their respective successor or designee.
ARTICLE 22. ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHTS
Neither this Agreement nor any interest arising under it wii1 be assigned by either Paa-ty
without the express written consent of the other Party.
ARTICLE 23. ANTI-DEFIC£ENCY ACT
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All activities under or pursuant to this Agreement are subject to the availability of
appropriated funds, and no provision shall be interpreted to require obligation or
provision of funds in violation of the Anti-Deficiency Act, 31 U.S.C. 1341.
ARTICLE 24. APPLICABLE LAW AND SEVERABIL1TY
U.S. Federal law governs this Agreement for all purposes, including, but not limited to,
determining the validity of this Agreement, the meaning of its provisions, and the rights,
obligations and remedies of the Parties.
If any portion of this Agreement is held invalid by a co.u_t,of competent jurisdiction, the
Parties agree that such invalidity shall not affect the vatlcuty or me remaining portions of
this Agreement, unless applying such remaining portions would frustrate the purpose of
this Agreement.
ARTICLE 25. EXPORT LICENSES
SpaceX will be responsible for:
A.
Compliance with all U.S. export control laws and regulations, including the
International Traffic in Arms Regnlations (ITAR), 22 CFR Parts 120 through 130, and
the Export Administration Regulations (EAR), 15 CFR Parts 730 through 799, in the
performance of this Agreement. In the absence of available license
exemptions/exceptions, SpaceX will be responsible for obtaining the appropriate licenses
or other approvals, if required, for exports of hardware, technical data, and software, or
for the provision of technical assistance.
B.
Obtaining export licenses, if required, before utilizing foreign persons in the
performance of this Agreement, including instances where COTS efforts are to be
performed on-site at NASA Centers, where the foreign person will have access to exportcontrolled technical data or software.
C:
All regulatory record keeping requirements associated with the use of licenses and
license exemptions/exceptions.
D.

Ensuring that the provisions of this Article apply to its subcontractors.

In the event that either party intends to utilize a foreign person (as defined in the
International Traffic in Arms Regulations and the Export Administration Regulations) in
the performance of this Agreement, such party shall be responsible for obtaining the
required export licenses in advance of the foreign person's participation.
ARTICLE 26. TITLE AND RIGHTS IN REAL AND PERSONAL
PROPERTY
SpaceX will have title to property acquired or developed under this Agreement, including
developed or acquired by SpaceX for the COTS Project and Demonstrations. In the
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event of Termination for Failure to Perform under Article 17B, NASA will have the right
to purchase any such property. The Parties will negotiate in good faith purchase prices
for specific items of property. The negotiated prices will be based on SpaceX's actual
costs for purchase or development of the specific item(s), or fair market value, whichever
is less. This price will then be discounted by a percentage that reflects the ratio of
government funding pro;ided under the Agreement versus the amount of SpaceX flmding
used to develop the specific item(s) of property. However, NASA shall have n Orights
in property acquired or purchase d by SpaceX that does not directly derive from NASA
fimding under this Agreement.

ARTICLE 27. SIGNATURE

BLOCK

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND

SPACE EXPLORATION

SPACE ADF_

TECHNOLOGIES CORPy/_

Scott Horowitz_, /
"
_-'/
Associate Adn_nistrator for _!51oration
Systems

Elon Musk,
Chief Executive Officer

DATE:

DATE:
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Appendix I - Executive Summary
Response to NASA
Announcement
Number COTS-OI-O5
Commercial

Orbital

Transportation

Services Demonstrations

Section I
Executive

Summary

Multiple Capabilities:
A; B; C; D

Space Exploration Technologies Corp.
1310 East Grand Avenue
E1 Segundo, CA 90245

Executive Summary
Company Information and Business Plan Summary
Breakthroug_h innovation most often comes from new entrants and rarely from the incumbents,
who have a vested interest in the status quo. Most new entrants, however, lack the business
experience, technical talent and funding necessary for complex system development.
By
contrast, established industry players generally have the requisite experience, personnel, and
funds for such development, but are encumbered by their overwhelming size, a deep-seated
unwillingness to change and burdensome overhead costs accumulated over decades.
Critically, the successful bidder for the COTS demonstration program must combine both sets of
attributes - that is, the COTS winner should possess the rare capability to co-mingle innovative
technical approaches and novel business methods with the necessary business expertise,
technical personnel and flmding. We believe that SpaceX is uniquely positioned in this regard
and, moreover, has demonstrated a track record of execution unparalleled in contemporary
industry.
Starting from.three employees in mid-2002, SpaceX has grown rapidly to approximately t80 rill
time personnel, including deep expertise in propulsion, structures, avionics, safety, quality
assurance, mission management and systems integration. Development fimding has been and
will be provided as necessary by its financial backers, however prepaymerfts from launch
customers now constitute a significant funding source for SDaceX.

Perhaps the most unbiased endorsement of the SpaceX product comes from customers who have
committed their funds and their payloads to our care. We have seven firm contracts for launch
of our Falcon 1 light launch vehicle, three of which are for foreign countries with no vested
interest in promoting a US launch vehicle company (Malaysia, Sweden and Canada), plus a $100
million dollar IDIQ from the US Air Force. The US government has also purchased the 2007
maiden launch of Falcon 9, our medium/heavy launch vehicle, and we have two commercial
contracts for launch of Falcon 9 in 2008, bringing our total number of launches on contract to
ten. In addition, as we received our ISO 9001 certification in April of this year, SpaceX expects
to place both the Falcon 1 and 9 on the NASA launch catalogue.
In terms of tangible hardware, over the course of three and a half years, SpaceX has developed
in-house, qualified for flight and delivered to the launch pad the following:
• Turbo-pump fed LOX/RP main engine
o
ma_ _l_cuo_ lir_ _ge aeslgneu _,_ _eusau_y
• Pressure fed LOX/RP upper stage engine with exceptional performance (97% C* eff.)
• Multi-restart capable upper stage
• Redundant stage and fairing separation systems
• A complete avionics & guidance system

•

A flight termination system that is approved at two federal ranges, inciuding the first ever
non-explosive thrust termination system for an orbital laundn vehicle

In addition, SpaceX has developed complete lannch sites and control centers at Vandenberg and
Kwajalein, a world-class engine and structural test facility in Texas and has received all requisite
permissions from government regulators to launch, including final environmental and safety
approvals.
The singular purpose of SpaceX is to improve the reliability and cost efficiency of access to
space. To achieve these goals, SpaceX has taken the approach of first focusing on satellite
delivery, while working towards human carriage over the longer term. SpaceX's first product,
the Falcon 1, is a small launch vehicle intended only for satellites. 'The Falcon 5 and 9, however,
are intended for both large satellites and ultimately human transportation to orbit. Critically,
SpaceX set an initial price for the Falcon 1 in 2002 and has held that price steady through 2006,
effectively redncin_ the price over time when inflation is taken into account.
Along with booster development, SpaceX planned to create a manned spacecraft to fly on the
Falcon 9. To that end, SpaceX has partially developed a prototype crew capsule and life support
system, which is currently on the floor of our E1 Segundo factory. By itself, this technology
would have developed slowly over several years as ongoing cash flow allowed and, lacking
NASA as a customer, would not have conformed to NASA needs. The COTS procurement,
however, provides the mechanism to accelerate the timing of this development and ensure that it
is tailored to the requirements of NASA for both cargo and crew transport to the ISS.
COTS Development and Demonstration Plan
The SpaceX proposal for executing on capabilities A-C is divided into three demonstration
flights, culminating in an actual be_ing with the ISS. Payments are similarly structured to be in
line with the three demonstrations.
Should NASA choose to pursue capability D, SpaceX
proposes an additional three demonstrations, culminating in transport of astronauts to and from
the ISS. The SpaceX internal name for the cargo/crew capsule is Dragon.
Capability A-C
• Demo 1, Q2 2008 - Core Functionality Flight. The first flight of Dragon is intended to
demonstrate core functionality, such as on orbit maneuvering, structural integrity, systems
functions and entry/descent/landing.
Note, the spacecraft will be highly instrumented, with
multi-megabit telemetry and video on all missions.
• Demo 2, Q1 2009 - Virtual Autonomous Rendezvous & Berthing. This test will validate
autonomous rendezvous and berthing procedures, including testing of autonomous & manual
aborts, but with a virtual version of the ISS to alleviate concerns over a malflmction.
• Demo 3, Q3 2009 - ISS Berthing and Downmass Return.
This test is to complete
qualification of the Dragon/_9 LV for cargo delivery and return. 1"he goal will be to
rendezvous and berth with the ISS, then return safely back to Earth, carrying ISS experiments
and/or waste.
Assuming a 3 month contracting period post demonstration phase, SpaceX could execute its first
servicing mission in December, 2010.

Capability D (Schedule determined by contract authority to proceed and NASA fimding, but
could be completed by 20i0)
• Demo 1 - Unmanned high altitude abort to demonstrate the crew escape system.
• Demo 2 - Crewed mission with virtual autonomous rendezvous and manual override.
• Demo 3 - Crewed visit ISS Visit and safe remm to Earth.
Total funding required from NASA for demonstration of capabilities A-C is $278M with an
estimated recurring complete cost per flight of
SpaceX will contribute
towards
the development and demonstration of Capability A-C. Each mission would deliver 1,400 kg of
pressurized and 1,700 kg of unpressurized cargo, as well as 1,400 kg of pressurized downmass
and !,700 kg of vmpressufized trash disposal. This provides NASA with a cost per kilogram to
ISS comparable to that of the Russians, but with an almost entirely domestic technology base.
The sole foreign parmer is MDA of Canada, who will assist with the berthing fimction.
To complete demonstration of Capability D would require an additional
estimated recurring complete cost per flight of
The SpaceX
contribution for Capability D is
Each mission would be able
_,
to deliver as many as seven astronauts to ISS ff _mmal cargo is
carried, providing a significant saving in cost per person relative to
foreign options,
Both Falcon 9 and Dragon are designed for reusability, but the costs
as proposed assume no reusability economics. Until a given launch
system has flown several times and all costs are understood, it is very
risky to make reusability cost assumptions.
However, SpaceX
intends to work hardtomake the reusability economics positive and
has started that learning curve.with the Falcon 1 first stage. If such
economics work out, there is the potential for substantial savings in
cost per flight.

$308M with an
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Technical Approach
SpaceX is the company best positioned to seamlessly and costefficiently integrate a crew/cargo capability with the Falcon 9
booster, taking maximum advantage of the Falcon 9 upper stage's
capabilities to simplify the COTS architecture. Though other COTS
bidders may propose use of the Falcon 9 booster, the SpaceX
proposal is the only one that leverages the inherent capabilities of the
second stage as an initial "station approach" vehicle. This simplifies
the architecture and allows optimization of the capsule mass. The
proposed crew capability wii1 also benefit from paxm_e_--":
ucw_upm_u_
_.... _......
with the Falcon 9, so that the rocket can be man-rated during the
course of its development.
The Falcon 9 is intended to be a flally reusable, 2 stage launch vehicle
powered by LOX/RP engines. The first stage generates 765,0001bf of
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thrust (sea-level) using nine Merlin 1C engines and the second stage generates 96,0001bf
(vacuum) using a single Merlin 1C engine. Both stages use gimbaled engines for guidance. Like
some vehicles in the Apollo program, Falcon 9 offers engine-out capability (for the first stage).
The basic configuration for each launch is illustrated to the fight. At the top of the stack is the
Dragon spacecraft, a pressurized capsule used for transport of either pressurized cargo or a crew
of 3 to 7. Below this is an tmpressurized sleeve (the 'mink') which serves to support the
pressurized capsule during ascent and also contains a truss smmture designed to hold
unpressurized cargo. Eight carg o launches per year will be required to meet the COTS cargo
mass and volume annual requirements.
Crewed launches are in addition to this, nominally 2 or 3 per year. A launch with a crew of 3 can
also include up to 1,000 kg of cargo (in addition to the 250 kg pressurized ISS cargo mandated in
the COTS SRM Summary), which can be divided between pressurized and unpressurized as
needed. A launch with a crew of 7 will have essentially no additional cargo capacity.
Besides containing all the functions required to support crew or pressurized cargo, Dragon also
contains much of which might be found in a typical "service module", including reaction control
thrusters, GN&C, command & data handling, telemetry & communications, ISS proximity
operations sensors, power & thermal control, entry, descent, landing, locator & emergency
equipment and environmental control and life support sub-systems.
The Dragon spacecraft design is structurally identical for both the cargo and crew configurations,
the only difference being the internal outfitting and some subsystems. For cargo launches the
inside of the capsule is outfitted with a modular cargo rack system designed to accommodate
pressurized cargo in standard sizes and form factors based on the Space Shuttle Mid-deck Locker
Equivalent specifications. For crewed launches, the interior is outfitted with crew couches,
controls with manual override capability and upgraded life support. Keeping the cargo and
crewed versions of Dragon similar minimizes the design effort.
The primary pressure Vessel will be made of welded aluminum and the deployable nose cone of
lightweight carbon composite materials.
Deployables have been kept to a minimum for
reliability. The only external deployment mechanism is the hinge and latch mechanism for the
nose cone, with solar arrays hidden inside. If the closing and latching procedure does not
complete nominally, the entire assembly can be severed at the hinges by redundant pyro-cutters,
since the nose is not required for safe reentry. Surrounding the entire spacecraft, except the heat
shield, is a 2" micrometeoroid shield. Note, While on orbit, the heat shield is protected from
micrometeoroids by the mink section.
The pAmary Dragon propulsion system consists of four independent modules containing four 50
lbf NTO/MMH thrusters and four 2 lbf cold gas (He) thrusters, which achieves thruster out
redundancy.
In addition, there is an auxiliary set of two NTO/MMH thrusters for two fault
tolerance near the ISS. Total NTO/MMH mass is 2000 lbs, sufficient for on orbit maneuvering,
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qualified NTO/NEVIH thrusters. Within the final 50 to 100m of the ISS, propulsion reverts to the
cold gas thrusters for maximum reliability and fine-grained translation and attitude control.

The spacecraft is designed to have a canonical blunt body, lifting re-entry with a radially offset
center-of-mass, which induces a trim angle of attack. The sidewall angle of 15° is a compromise
between intemal volume, TPS mass and L/D. The L/D of approximately 0.3 allows a 2° re-entry
corridor and keeps nominal deceleration for the crew safely below 5g, Initial CFD analyses
indicate an acceptable center-of-pressure and rear-wall heating under re-entry conditions.
Dragon is designed to be tally autonomous in both cargo and crewed configurations, with
manual over-rides for crew control of critical tractions. A CBM berthing interface is mounted
under the nose cone which hinges open once in orbit. Although berthing is preferred, the aosecone will accommodate a docking adapter (either LIDS, APAS or somethJ_ng else) if required.
For "last mile" navigation, Dragon will use an MDA system employing the ISS S-Band
Comms/Rendezvous System and LIDAR to navigate to the berthing box.

Cargo Version Solid Model

Crewed Version Solid Model

After berthing with the ISS and delivering cargo or crew, Dragon is re-loaded with crew or
down-cargo. Once reloaded, Dragon is un-berthed, departs the ISS and performs a de-orbit bum,
jettisons the unpressurized section, and performs a guided re-entry and splash-down under
parachute. SpaceX will perform ocean recovery, delivering crew and/or cargo to NASA.

Kwajalein is the world's largest lagoon, with an area of 840 square kilometers. This allows for
an easy nominal recovery of the Dragon capsule. Waters are calm, warm, hurricane free and
have no lethal predators. Positioned correctly, the current SpaceX ocean catamaran can reach
any point in the lagoon within 45 minutes and the nominal landing point within 15 minutes. The
Falcon stage recovery vessel, stationed a few hundred miles out to sea, will be standing by in the
event of an off nominal recovery.
Eligibility
Pursuant to Section 4.2 of the COTS Announcement, SpaceX is eligible to submit a proposal for
the COTS demonstrations. Specifically, SpaceX is a U.S. company, incorporated in the state of
Delaware and with its principal place of business inEl Segundo, California. The company is
more than fifty percent owned by Mr. Elon Musk,
SpaceX is compliant with each of the laws, regulations and policies set forth
in Section 4.3 of the COTS Announcement.

APPENDIX

2: SpaceX Milestones and Success Criteria

Capabilities A-C

Milestone 1: Project Management

Plan Review

Subsequent to Space Act Agreement execution and initiation of the COTS
program, SpaceX shall host a kickoff meeting to describe the plan for
program/mplementation,
which includes management planning for
Design, Development, Testing, & Evaluation (DDT&E), integrated
schedule, financing, supplier engagement, risks and anticipated
mitiga_ffOnSo

Amount:

$23,133,333
Date: Sept. 2006

SpaceX shall provide a briefing of the program implementation plan, along
with a hard copy of the presentation materials, and responses to any
questions that the NASA Team might have concerning SpaceX's plan.
Acceptance within 5 days and payment within 15 days
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the project management plan review as described
above.

Milestone 2: Demo 1 System Requirements

Review

Amount $5,000,000
Date: Nov. 2006

SpaceX shall conduct a Demonstration i System Requirements Review
(SRR) in accordance with the SRR definition in Appendix 3.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the SRR.

Milestone 3: Demo 1 Preliminary

Design Review (PDR)

SpaceX shall conduct a Preliminary Design Review (PDR) in accordance
with the PDR definition in Appendix 3

Amount:

$18,133,333
Date: Jan. 2007

Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the PDR.

Milestone 4: Financing Round 1

Amount:
$10,000,000
Date: March 2007

Success Criteria:
All necessary documentation is compIeted and the funds are deposited as
evidenced by bank statement.
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I

Milestone 5: Demo 2 System Requirements
SpaceX shall conduct a Demonstration

Review

2 System Requirements Review

(SRR) in accordance with the SRR defit-fifion in Appendix 3.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the SRR.

Amount
$31,133,333
Date: March 2007
'
i

I

I
Milestone 6: Demo 1 System Critical Design Review

Amount$8,133,333
Date. Au= ....

/

SpaceX shall conduct a System Critical Design Review (CDR) in
accordance with accordance with the CDR definition in Appendix 3.
SpaceX shah also provide review of the FAA Licensing Package.
Success criteria:
Successful completion of the System CDR and draft of the FAA Licensing
Package.

Milestone 7: Demo 3 System Requirements

Review

Amount$2_,33_,3_3
Date: October, 2007

SpaceX shall conduct a Demonstration 3 System Requirements Review in
accordance with the SRR definition in Appendix 3..
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the SRR.

If
Vlilestone 8: Demo 2 Preliminary

Design Review

SpaceX shall conduct a Preliminary Design Review (PDR) in accordance
with the PDR definition in Appendix 3.

Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the PDR..
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I

Milestone 9: Demo 1 Readiness Review

Amount$5,633,333
Date: February 2008

SpaceX shall conduct a Demo 1 Readisless Review (DRR) in accordance
with the DRR deKni_tiolain Appendix 3.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the Demo 1 DRR.

I

Milestone 10: Financing Round 2

Amount:

$I0,000,000
Date: March 2008

Success Criteria:
Alt necessary documentation is completed and tile farads are deposited as
evidenced by bank statement.

Milestone 11: Demo 3 Preliminary Design Review

Amount:

SpaceX shall conduct a Preliminary Desig-n Review (PDR) in accordance
with the PDR definition in accordance with the PDR definition in
Appendix 3.

Date: April 2008

$22,333,333

Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the PDR.

Milestone 12: Demo 2 System Critical Design Review
SpaceX shall conduct a System Critical Design Review (CDR) in
accordance with the CDR definition in Appendix 3..

Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the CDR and draft of the FAA Licensing
Package.
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Milestone 13: Demo 1 Mission

Amount$5,633,333
Date: Sept. 2008

SpaceX shaJ1 perform a Launch Readiness Review (LRR), Demonstration
i mission, and complete a post demonstration report.
Success Criteria:
Complete the launch, meet the goals of the demonstration and complete
the post demonstration report with any anomalies resolved.

I

Milestone 14: Demo z Neanlnes_ Review

._mount
$±o,,_o_,_2_
Date: December

SpaceX shall conduct a Demo 2 Demonstration Readiness Review (DRR)
in accordance with the DRR definition in accordance with the definition in
Appendix 3.

2008

Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the Demo 2 DRR.

Milestone 15: Demo 3 System Critical Design Review

Amount
$22,333,333
Date: Jan. 2009

SpaceX shall conduct a Demo 3 System Critical Design Review (CDR in
accordance with the CDR definition in Appendix 3.

Success Criteria:
Successfid completion of the CDR and draft of the FAA Licensing
Package.

Milestone 16: Financing Round 3

Amount:
$10,000,000
Date: March 2009

Success Criteria:
All necessary documentation is completed and the funds are deposited as
evidenced by bank statement.
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Milestone 17: Demo 2 Mission

Amount$6,133,333
Date: June, 2009

SpaceX shall perform a La-anch Readiness Review, Demonstration 2
mission, and complete a post demonstration report.
Success Criteria:
Complete the launch, meet the goals of the demonstration and complete
the post demonstration report with any anomalies resolved.

Milestone 1o. _" --

,

.4....

;

,,

Amount $12,3._._,J_2
Date: July, 2009

SpaceX shall conduct a Demo 3 Demonstration Readiness Review (DRR)
in accordance with the DRR definition in Appendix 3.

Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the Demo 3 DRR.

Milestone

19:Dem0

3 Mission

Amount $7,333,333
Date: Sept. 2009

SpaceX shall perform a Launch Readiness Review, Demonstration
mission, and complete a post demonstration report.

3

Success Criteria:
Complete the launch, meet the goals of the demonstration and complete
the post demonstration report with any anomalies resolved.
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Capability

D Crew

Milestone DI: Project Management
Crew Demo 1 System Requirements

Transportation

Plan Review &
Review

Amotmt:$27,420,000
Date: Dec. 2009

Subsequent to Space Act Agreement execution and irdt/ation of the COTS
program, SpaceX shall host a kickoff meeting to describe the plan for
program implementation, which includes management planning for
Design, Development, Testing, & Evaluation (DDT&E), integrated
schedule, financing, supplier engagement, risks and anticipated
mitigations.
SpaceX shall provide a briefing of the program implementation plan,
along with a hard copy of the presentation materials, and responses to any
questions that the NASA Team might have concerning SpaceX's plan.
SpaceX shall conduct a Crew Demonstration 1 System Requirements
Review (SRR) in accordance with the SRR definition in Appendix 3.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the Project Management plan review.
Successful completion of the SRR.

I
] Amount:$10,000,000
Date: March 2010

Milestone D2: Financing Round D1

I

Success Criteria:
All necessary documentation is completed and the funds are deposited as
evidenced by bank statement.

Milestone D3: Crew Demo 1 System Preliminary
Review

Design

SpaceX shall conduct a Preliminary Design Review (PDR) in accordance
with the PDR definition in Appendix 3.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the PDR.
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Milestone D4: Crew Demo 2 System Requirements
Review

Amount:
$25,420,000
Date: June
2010

SpaceX shall conduct a Crew Demonstration 2 System Requirements
Review (SRR) in accordance with the SRR definition in Appendix 3.

Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the SRR.

Milestone DS: Crew Demo 1 Critical Design Review

Amount:$20,420,000
Date: August 2010

SpaceX shall conduct a System Critical Design Review (CDR) in
accordance with the CDR definition in Appendix 3.
Success Crkeria:
Successful completion of the CDR and draft of the FAA Licensing
Package.

Milestone D6: Crew Demo 2 System Preliminary
Review

Design

Amount:
$20,420,000
Date: Oct. 2010

SpaceX shall conduct a Preliminary Design Review (PDR) in accordance
with the PDR definition in Appendix 3.

Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the PDR.

Milestone D7: Crew Demo 1 Demonstration
Review

Readiness

SpaceX shall conduct a Demo 1 Readiness Review (DRR) in accordance
with the DRR definition in Appendix 3.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the DRR.
•

L
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Milestone D8: Crew Demo 3 System Requirements
Review

Amount:$25,420,000
Date: Feb. 2011

SpaceX shaU conduct a Crew Demonstration 3 System Requirements
Review (SRR) in accordance with the SRR definition Appendix 3.

Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the Crew Demo 3 SRR.

Milestone

Dg:

Financing

Round

2D

Amount:
$10,000,000
Date: March
2011

Success Criteria:
All necessary documentation is completed and the funds are deposited as
evidenced by bank statement.

Milestone D10: Crew Demo 2 Critical Design Review

Amount: $18,420,000
Date: March 2011

SpaceX shall conduct a System Critical Design Review (CDR) in
accordance with the CDR definition in Appendix 3.

Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the CDR and dram of the FAA Licensing
Package.

Milestone Dll:

Crew Demo 3 System Preliminary Design

Review

$20,420,000

Date: May 2011

The SpaceX shall conduct a Preliminary Design Review (PDR) in
accordance with the PDR definition in Appendix 3.

Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the PDR.
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Milestone D12: Crew Demo 1 Mission

Amount$15,420,000
Date: June 2011

SpaceX shall perform a Launch Readiness Review, launch, and complete a
post demonstration report.
Success Criteria:
Complete the launch, meet the goals of the demonstration and complete
the post demonstration report with any anomalies resolved.

AmOunL

Review

O±O/+LU_UUU

Date: July 2011

SpaceX shall conduct a Demo 2 Demonstration Readiness Review (DRR)
in accordance with the DRR definition in Appendix 3.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the DRR.

Milestone D14:

Crew Demo 3 Critical Design Review

Amount: $18,420,000
Date: Sept.. 2011

SpaceX shall conduct a System Critical Design Review (CDR) _n
accordance with the CDR definition in Appendix 3.

Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the CDR and draft of the FAA Licensing
Package.

Milestone D15: Crew Demo 2 Mission

Amount$8,420,000
Date: December 2011

SpaceX shall perform a Launch Readiness Review, launch and complete a
pos( demonstration report
Success Criteria:
Complete the launch, meet the goals of the demonstration, and complete
the post demonstration report with any anomalies resolved.
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Milestone

D16:

Crew

Demo

2: SpaceX

Milestones

3 Demonstration

and

Duceess

Readiness

t_riterla

Amount $18,420,000
Date: Jan. 2012

Review
SpaceX shall conduct a Demo 2 Demonstration Readiness Review (DRR)
in accordance with the DRR definition in Appendix 3.
Success Criteria:
Successful completion of the DRR.

Milestone

D17:

Crew

Demo

3 Mission

Amount $8,420,000
Date: April 2012

SpaceX shall perform a Launch Readiness Review, launch and complete a
post demonstration report
Success Criteria:
Complete the launch, meet the goMs of the demonstration, and complete
the post demonstration report with any anomalies resolved.
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Appendix 3 Success Criteria for COTS Milestone
Reviews
G.2
a.

System

Requirements

The SRR examines

Review

the functional

and performance

system and the preliminary
program
and the selected concept will satisfy
b.

or project plan
the mission.

requirements
and ensures

defined

for the

that the requirements

[Reserved]

identified
participants
d.

(SRR)

Success
Table

in Table

G-2 should

be completed

seven

(7) calendar

days prior to the review.

Criteria.

The review

G-2 was accomplished

board

and documentation

was able to conclude

to complete

the objectives

provided

that the success

to all

criteria

in

of the SRR.

Table G-2 - SRR Entrance and Success Criteria
System Requirements
Entrance Criteria
1.

2.

Review and/or Mission Definition Review
Success Criteria

A preliminary SRR agenda, success criteria, and charge to
the board have been ageed to by the technical team, project
manager, and review chair prior to the SRR.
The following technical products for hardware and software
system elements are available to the cognizant participants
prior to the review:
a. System Architecture.
b. System requirements document,
c. System software functionality description,
d. Updated concept of operations,
e. Preliminary system requirements allocation to the next
lower level system,
f. List of major trades.
g. Updated risk assessment and mitigations,
h. Updated schedule data.
i. Preliminary human rating plan.
j. Preliminary software development plan.
k. Preliminary system safety and mission assurance plan.
1. Configuration management plan.
m. Initial document tree.
n. Preliminary system safety & mission assurance plan.
o. Preliminary verification and validation approach,
p. Preliminary hazard analysis outline,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
I
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The resulting overall concept is
reasonable, feasible, complete,
responsive to the mission requirements,
and is consistent with system
requirements and available resources
(cost, schedule, mass power, etc.).
The project utilizes a sound process for
the allocation and control of
requirements throughout all levels, and a
plan has been defined to complete the
definition activity within schedule
constraints.
Requirements definition is complete
with respect to top level mission and
science requirements, and interfaces
with external entities and between major
internal elements have been defined.
Requirements allocation and flow down
of key driving requirements have been
defined down to subsystems.
System and subsystem design
approaches and operational concepts
exist and are consistent with the
requirements set.
The requirements, design approaches,
and conceptual design will fulfill the
mission needs within the estimated
costs.
Preliminary approaches have been
determined for how requirements will be
verified and validated down to the

_k_l_/_IN]3i2k O[ _bUCCe53

t_flt_li_

8.

G.4

Preliminary

subsystem level
Major nsr,s nave oeen ldenniied, anu
_,iable mitigation Strategies have been
defined.

Design Review (PDR)

a. The Preliminary Design Review (PDR) demonstrates that the preliminary design
meets all system requirements with acceptable risk and within the cost and schedule
constraints and establishes the basis for proceeding with detailed design. It will show
that the co_rrectdesign option has been selected, interfaces have been identified, and
• verification methods have been described.
b. PDR occurs near the completion of the preliminary design phase.
c. Entrance Criteria. Prior to the execution of the PDR, the activities and products
identified in Table G-4 should be completed and documentation provided to all
participants seven (7) calendar days prior to the review. Also, precursor reviews
should be completed.
d. Success Criteria. The review board was able to conclude that the success criteria in
Table G-4 was accomplished to complete the objectives of the PDR.
Table G-4 - PDR Entrance and Success Criteria
Preliminar_
Entrance
1.

2.

,

Design Review

Criteria

Success Criteria

A preliminary PDR agenda, success criteria, and charge to
the board have been agreed to by the technical team,
project manager, and review chair prior to the PDR.
PDR technical products listed below for both hardware and
software system elements have been made available to the
cognizant participants prior to the review:
a. Updated baselined documentation, as required,
b. Preliminary subsystem design specifications for each
configuration item (hardware and software), with
supposing tradeoff analyses and data, as required. The
preliminary software design specification needs to
include a completed definition of the software
architecture and a preliminary database design
description as applicable,
c. Updated risk assessment and mitigation,
d. Updated schedule data.
e. Preliminary logistics plan.
f. Applicable technical plans (e.g., technical
performance measurement plan, contamination contro!
plan, parts management plan, environments control
plan, FaMI/EMC control plan, quality assurance plan,
etc.),
g. Applicable standards,
h. Preliminary safety analyses and plans.
i. Engineering drawing tree.
i. Interface control documents,
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Agreement exists for the top-level
requirements, including mission success
criteria, Technical Performance Measures
(TPMs), and any sponsor-imposed
constraints, and that these are finalized,
stated clearly, and are consistent with the
preliminary design.
The flow down of verifiable requirements
is complete and proper or, i.fnot, an
adequate plan exists for timely resolution
of open items. Requirements are traceable
to mission goals and objectives.
The preliminary design is expected to meet
the requirements at an acceptable level of
risk.
Definition of the technical interfaces is
consistent with the overall technical
maturity and proves an acceptable level of
risk.
Adequate technical interfaces are
consistent with the overall technical
matn_ity and provide an acceptable level
of risk.
Adequate technical mar_
exist with
respect to technical performances
measures (TPMs).

A.L-_I-"P_,INJ_
I,,S.J: _,ucces,sL..rlLerla

k.
1.

Verification/validation plan.
PIans tOrespond to regulatory requirements (e.g.,
E_vironmental Impact Statement), as required,
m. System-level hazard analysis.
n. Preliminary limited life items list (£J_IL).

G.5

Critical

Design

Review

7.

The project risks are understood, and plans
and a process and resources exist to
effectively manage them.
8. Safety and mission assurance (i.e., safety,
reliability, maintainability, quality, and
EEE parts) have been adequately
addressed in preliminary designs and any
applicable preliminary S&MA products
(i.e., hazard analysis and failure modes
and effects analysis) have been approved.
9. The operational concept is technically
sound, that it includes (where appropriate)
human factors that appIy, and that
requirements for its execution flow down. '

(CDR)

a.

The purpose of the CDR is to demonstrate that the maturity of the design is
appropriate to support proceeding with full scale fabrication, assembly, integration,
and test, and that the technical effort is on track to complete the flight and ground
system development and mission operations in order to .meet mission performance
requirements within the identified cost and schedule constraints.

b.

CDR occurs near the completion of the final design phase and generally
entering the fabrication, assembly, and qualification phase.

c.

Entrance
identified
participants
completed.

d.

before

Criteria. Prior to the execution of the CDR, the activities and products
in Table G-5 should be completed and documentation provided to all
seven (7) days prior to the review. Also, precursor

reviews should be

Success Criteria. The review board was able to conclude that the success criteria in
Table G-5 was accomplished to complete the objectives of the CDR.
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Table G-5 - CDR Entrance and Success Criteria

2.

3.

G.6
a.

to all PDR open issues, or a timely closure ptan exists for those
remaining open.
A preliminary CDR agenda, success criteria, and charge to the
board have been ageed to by the technical team, project
manager and review chair prior to the CDR.
CDR technical products listed below for both hardware and
software system elements have been made available to the
cognizant participants seven (7) days prior to the review:
a. Updated baselined documents, as required.
b. Product build-to specifications for each hardware and
software configuration item, along with supporting lrade-off
analyses and data.
c. Fabrication, assembly, integration, and top-level test plans
and procedures,
d. Technical data (e.g., Integrated Schematics, Spares
Provisioning List, engineering analyses, specifications,
etc.),
e. Interface Control Documents (e.g. Command and Telemetry
List, instrumentation, electrical, mechanical, fluids & gas
interfaces, user interfaces)
f. Preliminary Test Requirements document (e.g. Operational
Limits and Constraints, acceptance criteria)
g. Verification & Validation Plan (including requirements and
specification).
h. Launch Site Operations Plan, including Checkout and
Activation Plan.
i. Updated risk assessment and mitigation,
j.
Updated schedule data.
k. Updated logistics documentation.
1. Software Design Review
m. Updated LL1L
n. Subsystem-level and preliminary operations hazards
analyses,
o. Systems and subsystem certification plans and requirements
(as needed),
p. System hazard analysis with associated verifications,

Demonstration
A DRR

ensures

Readiness

that the test article

personnel,
and test procedures
and control.
b.

A DRR
shipment
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is held prior to commencement
of Dragon

to the launch

site.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

(DRR)

(hardware/software),

are ready

2.

meet the requirements with adequate
margins at an acceptable level of
risk.
Interface control documents are
appropriately matured to proceed
with fabrication, assembly,
integration and test, and plains are in
place to manage any open items.
High con*_dence exists in the product
baseline, and adequate
documentation exists and/or will
exist in a timely manner to allow
proceeding with fabrication,
assembly, integration, and test.
The product verification and product
validation requirements and plans are
complete.
The testing approach is
comprehensive, and the planning for
system assembly, integration, test,
and lannch site and mission
operations is sufficient to progress
into the next phase.
Adequate technical and
programmatic margins and resources
exist to complete the development
within budget, schedule, and risk
constraints.
Risks to mission success are
understood, and plans and resources
exist to effectively manage them.
Safety and mission assurance (i.e.,
safety, reliability, maintainability,
quality, and EEE parts) have been
adequately addressed in system and
operational designs and any
applicable S&M_k products (i.e.,
hazard analysis and failure modes
and effects analysis) have been
approved.

for testing

of launch

test facility,
and data

acquisition,

site operations

support
reduction,

and prior to

APPENDIX 3: Success Criteria

c. Entrance Criteria. Prior to the execution of a DRR, the activities and products
identified in Tabie G-6 should be completed and documentation provided to ali
participants prior to the review.
d. Success Criteria. The review board was able to conclude that the success criteria in
Table G-6 was accomplished to complete the objectives of a DRR.
Table G-6 - DRR Entrance and Success Criteria
Demo Readiness Review
Entrance Criteria
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

Success Criteria

The objective of the demonstration flight have been clearly
defined and documented and that ail of th e mission plans
and procedures suppo_ those objectives. '
Configuration of system under test has been defined and
agreed to. All interfaces have been placed under
•configuration management or have been defined in
accordance with an agreed to plan, and a version
description document has been made available to DRR
participants prior to the review,
All applicable functional, unit level, subsystem, system,
and qualification testing has been conducted successfully.
All DRR specific materials such as test plans, test cases,
and procedures have been available to all participants prior
to conducting the review,
All known system discrepancies have been identified and
dispositioned in accordance with an agreed upon plan.
All previous design review success criteria and key issues
have been satisfied in accordance with an agreed upon
plan.
All required launch resources (people (including a
desigmated launch director) facilities, test articles, test
instrumentation) have been identified and are available to
support required tests,
Roles and responsibilities of all launch participants are
defined and agreed to.
Test contingency planning has been accomplished, and all
personnel have been trained.
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1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Adequate mission plans and procedures are
completed and approved.
Adequate identification and coordination
of required mission resources is completed
Previous component, subsystem, system
test results form a satisfactory basis for
proceeding into planned mission.
Risk level is identified and accepted by
program/competency leadership as
required.
Plan to capture any lessons learned from
the mission
The objectives of the mission gave been
successfully validated.
The mission design has been reviewed and

analyzed as consistent with mission
objectives.
8. Launch operations personnel have received
appropriate training in vehicle processing,
flight operation, safety and contingency
procedures.
9. Facilities (launch site) and range
documentation approved as required prior
to flight.
10. Mission goals defined, documented and
agreed upon.

